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Kentucky State Forecast
Scattered showers and thundershowers and turning cold in
the east. Decreasing cloudiness
and cold elsewhere today- Fair
and cooler tonight. Mostly fair
and *sirnier-ln, the west
Wednesday. High today in the
mid 40s to low 50s. Lows
tonight :n upper 20s to low 30s.
High Wednesday in the mid 60s
in the west to mostly the 50s
C
Kentucky Extended Outiaok
Partly cloudy and tool on
Thursday. A little warmer with
a chance of rain developing on
Friday-and continuing into Saturday. Lows in the 30s on
Tharsday, in the 40s Friday
and trrthe 30s or lower 40s Saturday. High in the upper 50s
and lower 60s.

The Carter School Parent:reacher Association will hold
its regular meeting on Thursday, April 6, at seven p.m. in
the school cafeteria.
Fred Schnitz, superintendent
of the Murray City Schools, will
be the Speaker.
All parents and interested
persons are urged to attend,
according to the president, Ed

SENIOR tilTIZENS
The Mtirray-Calloway County
RED CROSS-DRIVE-The 1972 pledge Mass of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity of Murray state Senior Citizens Club has canUniversity has chosen as its service project the launching of the rund Campaign of the Calloway celled its meeting for Friday,
County Red Cross Chapter, recording to an announcement by Robert Moyer, chairman. Harold April 7, due- to the death of
order soldiers off a bus near
Doran, pledge president, said that all 25 members will canvas Murray onyednesday, April 5, from Edward Bryan Tolley, grand- _ • VRDERED BACK TO BATTLE.-South Vietnamese military police
Hong Ha as they attempted to flee the fighting south of the Demilitarized Zone between North and,
5:00 to 7:00 p.m. The men will wetir the official Red Cross volunteer badge and will carry containers son if Mnt and Mrs. Bryan
tAP Wirephoto)
$04ith Vietnam.The troops were ordered bark into the defensive line.
with distinctive markings.
Tolley.
of Murray.

Staff Mai11,y David
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One Of World's fastest Trains
g 'Tested' At only 15 MPH

THE LEDGER & TIMES
PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc, 103 N. 4th St., Murry, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1116.
W. P Williams, President (1961.1963)
- -- James C. Williams, Editor andiPubliNNIT
Gene McCutcheon, News Ectttor and Ptoisuction
...manager

_

"
silierviitherigiii 10q.ct any Aouertising.tettiwa the Ed itbr.
- or-Public voice iteeis whisk. eveatz.opinion.eies.boctertothe
best in11rrest-1g our "readers.
••.
•

Notional Representatives: Wallace Witmerat„ 1509 Micran Ave.,
Memphis, Tn Time & Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson
Mg.,

(Editor's note: On election Staggers denies exerting any
day this year, Congressman pressure to get the Turbo
Harley Staggers is going to Train. "This was their decision
have a lot more run no_ thati. ,entirely,' he said in, an interhis record. Here's a report view. "I eind nothing about the
from the AP Special 'Assign- Turbo."
ment Team.)
Amtrak's explanation is that
irWanted-to see if good service,
By JOHN.S. LANG
modern equipment and heavy
Associated Press Writer
advertising could lure passenWASHINGTON (AP)- Want gers back to one of the three
to pay $69,500 a month to have most poorly patronized routes
one of the world's fastest trains in the nation. It claims patronrunning half-speed, nearly emp- age has doubled over the old
ty, through the home district of service.
a powerful congressman?
However, the Washington-toYou're doing it.
Parkersburg route was dropped
Does it seem logical to test a when Amtrak took over the
train designed to whisk passen- railroads one year ago. It wasgers between metropolitan cen- quickly reinstated, an Amtrak
ters at 170 m.p.h. by pushing it spokesman said -at the time,
over mountains at 15 m.p.h.?
"because of political presOr to spend another $40,006 sures.
gdeertIsing the scenic beauties
Amtrak maintains that putof the route, Which the train ting the Turbo Train on the
Crosses at night?
-Parkersburg rim was a joint

11S:f

.„

-eittreit.

Subscription Rates. By carrier in Murray S.35 per week, $152 per
month, $1820 per year. By mail :n Calloway and adjoining
counties,
$7.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of
Murray,
per year, morethan 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All$1500
Tail
subscriptions. plus 5 percent. state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky.for
trisfrnIssion
as Second Class MaJter
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is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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When The Feds Go To Press

Pr17
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Turbo Trains,from United Aircraft, the manufacturer, for
$41,000 a month. Even when
both trains served Boston at
full capacity, they operated at
a deficit, though the nine round
trips weekly brought in revenues totaling $109,000 a month.
With Boston servicOnow
duced to five round trips weekly, revenues are down to $60,000
monthly, a loss of $49,000. This
would be offset somewhat by
revenues on the Parkersburg
route, except these revenues
are more than cancelled by
costs of having to maintain two
repair shops.
Maintenance cost the government $148,000 a month when
both trains served Boston and
only one repair shop was
needed. No one yet knows what
this expense will be with the
traffis serving different routesonly that it will be considerably

To Ri
Ceren

- Milts •

Meter
Knepper

vows on
three o'cl

fife rirt

Murray.
ficiated .
ceremon

Printer's ink seems to flow irresistibly in the veins
of the federal bureaucracy. And now,as we hear it, a
massive transfusion has been ordered.
In -violation of a long-standing policy against
subsidizing .ft,...gatatAiguitenLat_ newspapers or
other pUblic media, the Department of Commerce
plans to go to press with daily and weekly,
newspapers Printedin a timillion_plant in New York
Amtrak and the peartrtient decision 10111 the - Tritne;, higher. •
• City dirbcted aT-einployitig v-iMiters
oflYinsportation think loo, and- portation Department. SpokesSo jutefiguring half the lease
from minority t
r
gsi
a 04,
so does Rep. Harley 0. Stag- men for the Federal Railroad expense and the revenue kiss,
.
groups.
gers, D-W.Va., chairman of the Administration, an arm of the the Parkersburg Turbo costs
This is a well-meaning effort to stimulate emHouse Interstate and Foreign Transportation
Department, taxpayers $69,500 a month-or
ployment and create jobs for those from minority
Commerce Committee which say the idea came to them $417,000 if it remains on that
groups,a movement which we support, Yet it runs
passes on all-bills authorizing from Amtrak: route for six months as Stag.1)
afoul of Congress and promises made repeatedly by
hinds for Amtrak and the
Officially, the Transportation gers has said it will.
Transportation Department.
• greVernment agencies.
Loss of the Turbo brought
,Department says it wanted to
And that's .why one of the test the train's engineering surprisingly little reaction from
In 1967 the appropriations bill for the Office of
cAkt
.
only two Turbo Trains in the strengths over track with the the New England congressional
Economic Opportunity provided that "no part of
United States labored over the most curves and highest in- delegation.
these funds may be*,used for .establishing or
West Virginia mountains for clines in the United States. DeOnly Sen. Claiborne PAL D-*
•
operating a general coverage newspaper,rnagzinç,,,
eight hours one recent night to partment sources, however, RI., complained to Amtrak in
- 'radio statioff-ar te.reViaion sfation.' OE'Ci was not
deposit three passengers in concede the Turbo Trains were, writing. Richard J. Bowen, diParkersburg, W.Va.,.
- impressed. Most of the projects which would propel
not designed- for such a mis- rector of TheNew England GovIt we's a typical run.
President-Nixon is urging Cingress
ernor's Conference's rail pas10bn.
the federal government into state-Subsidized
tincliciurbed under a'federal program.
The Turbo Train, capacity
During its first days of oper- senger office, described the
to take health insurance legislation
journalismhave been inspired of late by the poverty
His-"National Health Insurance Part.
144, pulled out of Washington, ation on the route, the Turbo move as "weird" but said no
off the back-burner and treat it as an
program.
nership Act" would make memberD.C., half full at 5:45 p.m., derailed once and several times one would speak out until the
"item of highest priority." There is a
ship.in a private insurance plan man-- Our own objection is both professional and condropping passengers at fon:- had to be boosted over the Amtrak bill is passed by Congood chance. that Congress will ,fol-' ...datory for employed persons,
Commuter stations along the mountains with deisel engines. gress.
stitutional. A-subsidized press is never a free one.
with
low his sound . advice and do just • premiums:to be shared by
way. By the time it reached the Officials say they changed the
"We're not going to do anyWhen government gets into the domestic news
the emfirst West Virginia stop, Mar- Turbo's fuel mix and it now thing to antagonize anybody,"
that, but there is also the danger
ploye and employer. Separate group
business the Fitst Amendment- trembles: Is centinsburg, at 7:04, p.nt., only a can cross the mountains under he said. "The point is you've
-that election-year fever will-carry
insurance pools would be formed for
tiorship then far behind? It was this.thinking which
dozen riders remained.
got to keep Amtrak alive to use
its own power.
Congress off the .deep end into an ',the poor,including those now covered
prompted Congress to require that the U. S. InThe next day, leaving Park- . When the Turbo was taken that one train we've got left."
.
over-ambitious health care program
by Medicaid, with the government
ersburg at 4 a.m., four passen- off the Boston run, Rep. ban
formation Agency operate wholly offshore.
,
A similarly cautious view
that the nation cannot afford.
gers boarded.- The Turo Train Kuykendall, R-Tenn., and a was expressed .by a Federal
paying the premiums.
"
0;
7 The reader may disagree but -he may also be
The teniptations are great: Sen. EdThe cost of this plan would not be -brought 26 riders into Washing- member of Staggers's com- Railroad Administration official
inoved by the record of-New Market News' Wire
ton just before noon.
mittee,, told newsmen he had who said, "I don't see what's
Kennedy
ward:IL
_is_
solisc_aing
• --nrroosonabiel-‘- -The.--goveermen42*---.arAollars-zstipport
';natA
-Over the
--1ThlIflait fall this Tuffs° was sifigestea to Andrak officials wrong with pleasing a few
"Heiliti
Security
Act"
that
would
share is estimated at $5.5 billion,
--Ujections a the- nation's commercial press this
one of two speeding full passen- "in a fr' ndly fashion" that people if in the process you get
provide nationalized health insurance
while employes and employers would
:wire service of tile Department'ofAgriculture was
ger' loads between Boston and tey,gfit to "fix up West Vir- a good test."
for'every _man, woman and child in
New York in less than four
add $T-billion to the $13'billion already
'
'Oegtm in 1960 to circulate agricultural news.
Patronage on the Parkthe United States of America, citizen
-hours.
-being paid in premiums under volun•
the time Kuykendall said ersburg route is so poor, he
When the service begau the Agriculture DepartThe rail passenger office of 'Its statement "had a very deep said, that by fall "even Harley , _
'Or not.• lie proposes to- pay forAt by
tary insurance plans..Equally
nt vowed it would have 40
Ong '
the NOW England Governor
-p---ea4sing federal-tamp by-36010-S60-ta. -tant„,theinstifliffee-for
meaning and they all knew ex- will not see any point In keep-4
'- beaThiatieial succeas:
employedperve years later and
.
Conference wanted to expafid actly what I meant."
ing it there."
lion just as a starter.-_
- --------sons-wenid-inelude.a -cledttctible.leaz- ---'1he service from nine . found
-49--of--yesterday it had '87 -customers. Taxpayers
"If I were chairman of this
-Staggersit=comments during-There is -reason to hope that even' lure. The principle of personal retrips a week to four rpdd trips committee I would try to get an interview indicated that he
*verywhere pick up the tab. Lf..they imew-abeutit, we
the personable Senator Kennedy candaily, making the Jsfrbos a nat- one of these in my district," he .may be hard to convince.
sponsibility for a minimum of medi4hink they would do
most reluctantly. - Miami
ural ex tension ut
not lure CongreiS into this snrrender
Metroliner added.
"I was instrumental in trying
cal expenws would thus be retained..
pE12
_
between Walidngton and New
-fa-super:Socialized medicine and the
Today Kuykendall says he to get Washington opened to the
We have one melancholy e
York.
made the statement • "almost West," he said. "I'm hoping for
absorption of our health care industry_ of what might be expected if the govThen Amtrak appeared be tongue in cheek without any Parkersburg to be the gate
into a new 'federal bureaucracy.
ernment goes beyond such a "partfore
ggers' committee to re- specific thing in mind."
west to Cincinnati. If the Turbo
Among the half-dozen more realistic
nership" and pmmises tax-supported
- t $170 million. And, the De- Several sources say, how- is proved practical across the
The never-ending struggle of the people to find out
Proposals before CongteSs. the ques,
• • ent of Transportation ever, that Staggers had a pri- mountains, I think we should
health care to the public under the
$ what their federal bureaucracy is doing gains little
showed up to ask the com- vate meeting . with Amtrak get more all across the countion at issue is how best the governillusion that it is "free." The Med*
mittee for $315 million plus an President Roger Lewis during
ground, despite Congressional actions directed at
ment can build upon' the present
aid-firOgeam- now providing, he
extension of its program to de- which he demanded the Turbo, As he said on the day when
bureaucratic secrecy.
- -health insurant.e structure- to assure
care for welfare recipients has •en
velop high speed ground trans- be run to Parkersburg in return the Turbo pulled out on its first
For instance, take the Freedom of Information
that adennate medical care is proSu!Aect to skyrocketing ccsts and. in
portation.
•for committee approval of the run to Parkersburg:
;Act which went-into effect M 1967. The act Provided
vided to those Americans who are
On Feb...2 the Turbo Train in- Amtrak authorization.
Many states has been
"West Virginia deserves as
ed with
that all. government papers, records, policy • unable or unwilling to assume responaugurated - service to West Vir"This was just a political fact good a train as any in the nascandal and abuse.
ginia, including Staggers' of 'life for Amtrak," said a tion."
statements and staff manuals be made available to
sibility for it themselves.
Congress must ap I ach the health
hometown of Keyser, p?pu- source inside the administhe-public upon request. If a document was refused,
The success of private group insurcare issue --with
sober realization ,lation 6,586.'
tration.
Castigliano Upset
the person requesting it could take the agency or
ance plans which now embrace a mathat extravagfi• promises of unlimitFifteen days later Staggers'.
Lewis
was
not
available
for
department to court, and the burden of proof for
jority of American workers and their
NAPLES, Itale.i AP)- Jose
ed medical
committee reported favorably comment, and Staggers denied
re for all are beyond
. withholding the document would be on the govern-'
families is the best argunigpt for
Higueras, a 19-year-old rising
request;
on
the
the ability, f our health care profesr
two it.
Spanish tent& star, upset firsti_ment.
President Nixnrrs proPOsal to leave
days after that it aPproved the
sions to eliver, and beyond the abiliWhatever the reason for the
seeded-Eugenio Castigliano of
Department a Transportation_
our basic group :insurance st ructuro- -ty-ot
At the time of its passage,the act was-hailed-ai the
people to- suppoi t.màverIt'Is-aure to cost the govItaly 44, 7-5764, 7-5 Sunday
• open sesame which would swing wide the doors of
ernment a huge sum.
and won the Naples Inter• governmental bureaus'secret vaults, letting in the
The government leases both
national Tournament.
bright light of public sCutiny. At last, the people's
LEDGER
rs_auzy • s•-•-•
right to know- what its governmental bureas were
FRANKFORT, Ky.---Since two separate offenses.
cluing would
,he fully served. But, reports
Beale Canon, 4961' graduate of/ Murray State 1968, 3,592 drivers have had
Lt. Roger Wilnoite, Director
, Congressional Quarterly among others, it just hasn't College, has been awarded hiyiecond chemistry
their licenses revoked simply of ,.tJTe Division of Driver
. worked that way. The wily bureaucrats have found fellowshie by the National Science Foundation. He is :because they refused to submit Li
, said,"Regardless of
numerout ways to evade.the spirit of the law.
Studying at the Universityaf Louisville and is the to a chemical test when they the disposition in the court, the
were stopped for driving under Department- of Public Safety
The critics cite such evasion tactics as mixing Son of Mr.and Mrs. Ardath Canon of Murray.
will automatically revoke your
the influence„of alcohol.
unclassified with classfied Material in the same file,
The Calloway County Association for ,Retarded
Lest ignorance of the law be license fcir six months if you
so that the- whole file could be classified, delaying Children was organized at a-recentMeeting of ap- ,the reason for a motorist's refuse to submit to the chemical
responsen-for requests for data, making requesters proximately fifty local citizens at the City Wall. losing his operator's license, the test."
Wilhoite also said that,
RICAN()
- ;be unnecessarily specific about *hat thefwant and Officers elected are John L. • Williamt,---Euldey Department of Public Safety
CUFF POTA
advises, "If you are requested beginning April 11 1972, all,
charging excessive search or copying fees. Roberts, and Mrs. Paul D. Grogan.
.
hearings for drivers that refuse
• Congress, too, has become concerned- with thi-f- .DeatO_reported are Fred Lee of Bluford, Ill., Dr. to, submit to the test."
The law (KIIS 186.565) says, the chemical test will be held in
bureaucrats' facility in circumventing the act. In' Robert E,Ir*an.of Largo, Fla., and Dr. C: H. In part, "Any person' who Frankfort.
•iteeping with.that concern, the Mae Subcommittee Jaggars of Bowling.Green. •
operates a motor vehicle in this
According to Wilhoite, the law
2112121212U In lii LiA
• on Foreign Operatioasand.Government Information
Officers of the WSCS of the. Bethel, Brooks, state is deemed to have given. governing...the chemical test
. is holding hearings on the operation.of the act.%
Chapel, and Independence Methodist Churches are his consent to a chemical test of serves a dual purpose. "It not
Ends Tonite
The Freedom of Information Act has been in force
Mrs. Ralph Evans, Mrs. Ed Maddox, Mrs.'J. H. his blood, breath, urine or only will prove the guilty to be
saliva for the purpose of
guilty; it will protect the in"Harold & Maud"(PG)
THEATR
long enough for the loopholes and deficiencies to Perkins, and Mrs.'Boyd Bine&
determining the alcoholic nocent. If you have had one
become evidaft. When. they are definitely pin- .
content of his blood, if arrested drink or twoefieers, as must
pointed, probably in-these hearings, Congress should'
for any offense arising aut of drivers arrested have had,
acts alleged to have been submit to the test without fail."
move quickly to correct them,. - Dallas (Tex.),
committed while the person was • The state has 167
Times•Herald
"Congr
— atulations to the person or persons driving- or in actual physical breathalizers, some in every
responsible kir putting.up the four traffic lights at. control of a motor vehicle in this county. The test is simple yet
state while under the influence reliable! All the driver is
21
LA'.'2L1
21
Hazel", from the column, "Seen & Heard Around of intoxicating beverages."
required to do is blow his-breath
INURitA
l
lb)
Murray".
-•- Officials of the Division of into a tube.
DRIVE,
Wer,al
ite
by Carl Riblet Jr.st
122e.results of the test may or
New officers of the Hazel PTA are Mrs. Wiley Driver Licensing remind
IN
We vote in expectation that the office seekers we Parker, Mrs. BellierStrader, and Mrs. Zack Holmes. motoriststhat driving under the may'Mt cause him to be con* TONITE t ru WED. *
favor will soon after election do,something to make
Elected as hew officers of the Murray High PTA influence of intoxicating victed, but he will certainly
IN NEW SCREEN SPLEN I.
beverages
and refusing to have hiS license revoked - if he
us stand up_ and yell "hooray!"---like when "they are W. B., Moser, Mrs. J, B. Wilson, Mrs. -Charles
THE MOST MAGNIFICENT PICTURE EVER'
submit to the chemical test are refuses to -hike the test. —
bumble into the usual whopPing big mistake after
Mason Baker, and Mrs. Buford Hurt.
warming us up with the usual strings of little ones.
Births reportedlwItide a son to Mr: and Mrs:'
And they seldom disappoint us.
Ewing Stubblefield,a bay to-Mr.and Mrs. Gene Dale
"The'trouble with political jokes ---..
Mohundro,and a girl to Mr.ancl Airs: B. Cook.',,
Behold the Lord's hand is not shortened, that it cannot save;
•
is that sometimes they get.elected"
The .First Christian Church has - Nrchased a neither4shiLearbeavy, thatit cannot
at 7:30 — — —
hear.-Isaiah 59: I.
--Anonymous
washing machine for the County 'tome.
L R1RTRIFIREMERIBELELW
God is able. There is nothing too hard for Him.
CCCE
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Dr. C. S. Lowry Speaks At Meeting Of
The UDC Chapter Held At Waldrop Home

griss Barbara Jean Van Meter Is Married
To Rick Charles Knepper In Double Ring

• The J. N.4WIllianas chapter of several stirring episodes of
the United Daughters of the General Hampton's career as a
-"Confederacy - held its regular lighting general with particular
- Miss 'Barbara Jean Van ' Wagner. She was given in
March monthly meeting at the attention to _his .raid on the
Meter and Rick Charles marriage by her father and
home of Mrs. Wesley Waldrop, Union Army's ,supply, base at
Knepper exchanged marriage mother. The wedding vows,
Miller Avenue, with 'thirteen Coggins Point where he capvows on Saturday, March 11, at committed to memory by the
tured not only 120 guards but
- -members-present. - -three o'clockinthe afterneon_p. couple, were. pledged- in firm
2,000 head of beef cattle-.
over
.ifnughn,
Mrs. Leonard
the rirst:Christian. Church, clear tones.
president, opened the meeting When Gen. Hampton returned
Murray. Rev. David Roos ofBride's Dress
with the pledge of allegiance to to civilian life, he found his
ficiated ..at the double ring
The bride's formal gown was
the flags and prayer. Miss beautiful estates pillaged and
ceremony which was im- fashioned from Chantilly lace
debt for
MaudeNance,secretary, called burned, and
pressive in its soft simplicity and silk illusion over bridal
the roll and read the minutes, over a million dollars.
and reverent Oahe.
satin. The Empire waist, stand
Mrs_ Henry Elliot, registrar, Hamilton's loyal friends and
The bride is the daughter of up collar, and wide cuffs of the
reported that papers had been supporters then elected him
'Mr. and Mrs. Witham Russell full long sleeves were accented
bigail. Van Boren
sent in for several prospective Governor of his state, but the
Van Meter, 1710 Farmer in seed pearls. The gathered
new members, and showed the federal government refused to
Avenue, Murray. Mr. Knepper skirt of silk illusion was apDEAR ABBY: I have a friend who is about my age, 55... picture of Robert E. Lee which
allow him to serve until a short.
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. John pliqued in Chantilly lace roses
Adele lost her husband Inst year, so she went to .California
be presented to the time before his death, Dr.
, is to
for the winter to visit her sister -When Adele came back,
C. Knepper of Boonsboro, Md. Centered with seed pearls. A
Lowry said.
Library.
nobody recognized her. She looked llice a 25-year-old girl.
The altar of the sanctuary generous bow with long
Following the program - the
The flag of lientucky has
And beautiful! She had a whole new face and a new figure.
served as the setting for the streamers accented the back of
arrived and the chapter will hostesses, Mrs. Waldrop and
It was unbelievable! Adele admitted -to having her face
service. The scene 'was the gown.
present it to Robertson School. Mrs. Fred Gingles, served a
lifted, which was obvious, but she said she also had her
Her floor length veil of silk
dramatized by two brass spiral
Mrs. John Livesay, Mrs. delicious dessert and a social
bust and behind lifted?
- candelabra with fifteen tapers illusion fell from a tiara of seed
Charlie
Stubblefield, and Miss hour was enjoyed.
Now I have heard of silicone implants to lift and fill out
aglow in each candelabrum. pearls and crystals. She carried
The next meeting of the
Maude
Nance
volunteered to
sagging breasts, but I have never heard of anyone having -furnish the
The communion table, in the a classic cascade bouquet of
Kentucky state flag chapter will be a luncheon at the
_
•
her behind lifted, have you?
center of the altar, was adorned white roses, blue delphinium,
for the New Concord School and home of Mrs, Leonard Vaughn
- What kind of doctor does this work? I would really like
,and baby's breath.
'
with burning tapers and a hi-ass'
will presentit as soon as it on Thursday, April 20. Dr.
have
to
want
to know ecause if it can be done I might
-Mrs. Duane Adams was the
urn containing a multi-colored
Harvey Elder will speak on
arrives.
- LOW SLUNG IN BROOKLYN
mine Met
matron of. honor. Her froor_
bouquet of spring flowers.
Dr. C. S. Lowry, speaker of "Our Leaders After the War."
The setting waS enhanced by length gown was fashioned from
Hostesses will be Mrs. Vaughn
the day, gave an interesting
DEAR LOW: Yes, it can be done. Some plastic surgeons
arrangements4 pink tulips, delphinium blue crepe. it'
and Mrs. Lois Sammons.
account of General Wade
do It. Since Adele appears to speak so frankly abouna,ask
Japanese inset, yellow daisies, featured an- Empire waist, long
Hampton who entered the
her who lifted her behind. She'll probably be glad to Tiffr you
orchid pom-poms, lavender sleeves, and a high neck. Dainty
Conferate Army as the pi-chest
bless she intends to sit on it forever.
statis, Baker's fern, and baby's embroidered lace floweres in
in the south who, at the end
_
breath, held in white fan shaped bluh, green, and white accented
of the Oar Between the States
My husband is a -sports nut. He monopolABBY:
DEAR
metallic baskets, supported by the Waistline and sleeves. Her
,was bankrupt. He said Hampton
hes the color TV and the children and I miss some of our
brasspeckstars. One was placed slippers' were of delphinium
Mr. and Mrs. Rick Charles Knepper
tereidssaisone
_adiir7
enmm
co
:co,i0bnueti was_by_
privTate
favorite programs.
Mrs. Sarah Rhodes Iiirunan
on each side of the communion blue peau de soie. She carried a
that problem, so
solve
would
I
thought
I
Christmas
Last
of
of
aunts
HopkiniVille,
sons, Andy, Charles, and
-Ryals
and
r
O
the-lieof
blue
delphinium
combouquet
Colonial
Dutch
I bought him a portable TV. This worked fine for a while, -Governor Pickens of South
bride.
of Columbus, Miss.,
,...the
Kelley,
carried
Each
gowns.
length
The ceremony was preceded posed of tulips, jonquils,
Carolina and isitte/1---Orders tO
The bride's table was taped.. but pretty soon he started setting the portable on top of the
were the Easter weekend guests
-by a concert of organ music Japanese irises, daisies, corn Dutch colonial bouquet in
in a floor' length white pead de' big one, and he'd watch, both of them, tuned in to different . raise his own Command, which
of their mother and grand,
_ presented by Miss Nancy flowers, baby's breath-, and rainbow colors,
he did, outfitting his men at his
sports channels. He is the only man I know who can watch
with
,bows,
Satin
cloth.
soie
mother, Mrs. Christine Rhodes,
ef
Old
Kellie
Miss
Little
-Luther of Mayfield. The freesia.
- tityn exp-ense.
—
ir hockey game and a football game at the same
streamers tied' in love knots,
and their WM, Miss Mayme
The bridesmaids were Misses Murray was tie flower-1rd:
program included selections by
The speaker described
By the way, the small TV "itak_nar plugs, so I only-have'
held the swags of smilax which
Whitnell•
Bach, Handel, Mendelssohn, Cindy Parker, Susan Emerson, Her costume was a tiny replica
to contend with the noise of the 15rig one.
table.
rectangular
the
encircled
bride's
the
by
worn
and a medley composed by The and Bonnie Cohoon, all of of those
ARIZONA
IN
ANTI-SPORTS
Any suggestions!
Two seven branched canCarpenters.
Murray and all classmates of attendants. Delphinium blue
effective
an
formed
delabra
curly
dark
her
in
nestled
bows
DEAR ANTI: You have a super-selfish husband there,
The bride entered the sanc- the bride.
background.
lady. Tell Vm that as long as the family can afford only
Their gowns were identical in hair. She carried a small white
tuary escorted by her father,
The focal point of interest was
two TVs,
too customer.
and moved slowly down the design and color with the basket filled with multi-colored
table's striking centerpiece. —
the
scattered.
she
which
petals
rose
aisle to the strains of the Bridal matron of _honor.- They wore
Jerry Broach of 'Murray, A five branched silver canDEAR ABBY: This is the first letter I have ever writChorus from Lohengrin by slippers dyed to match the
nephew of the bride, was the delabrum, with burning tapers,
ten to your column, but your reply to the woman who
floral
spring
a
ring bearer. He carried the held
wondered if she should make a report when she saw a
tulips,
of
white satin hearth shaped arrangement
pocketbook being stolen really hit home. ,
Murray, Ky.
daisies,
yellow
1505 Stadium View Drive
irises,
Published at
pillow upon which the 'rings Japanese
When I learned that my teen-age daughter land her
--Purdom
Mona
and
Stock,
Editor,
poms,
porn
orchid
rested.
friends] were stealing clothes from the local department
We are,certainly happy to welcome Martha Thorn back
Duane Adams of Murray statis. Two white love birds
store, I called the store's protection office and slearfully
the--brisht,
_
the •kitchen, ( good cooks are hard to -find), after her
to
served as best man. The ushers complemented
'the
-with
in
bring
daughter
to
my
appointment
an
requested
blossoms:
stay in the hospital. Many thanks to Lavada
recent
Les
and
Stockslager
are Gar-y.
clothes. The merchandise was priced, and I paid for it. My
wedding
tiered'
three
The
for helping us out irr this emergency.
Phillips
Fritch, both of Hagerstown,
daughter was given a stern lecture and told what would
New arriyals are: JOHN (PAPA) DILL, PEARL
Md., and Alan Spencer of cake was topped by a bride and
happen to her if she ever repeated this act in their store
TURNER, THELMA WALKER, HETTIE TFtEAS and
Murray, a classmate of the groom ,statuette standing
again. And I, incidentally, was told by the young lady in the
ring
wedding
double
a
beneath
EDGAR RANSEY. krid to our staff, CAROLYN_
brklee.
store's protection office that in _the Awo years she had
ROLLINS. Welcome!!! .
The bride's mother wore a arch. The remaining orworked there I was the first mother ever. to do this, even
We appreciate and are'grateful to Rev. Wayne Todd,.
beige lace --dress featuring an naments, roses., bells, love Mt: tho she was certain that there Were other mothers who had
interim pastor of the First Baptist Church, Murray. And
accordian pleated skirt, long birds, butterflies;..rd cherubs,
found strange merchandise in their homes that they knew
to Rev. B1 R. Winchester, pastor of the Hazel Baptist
sleeves, and a stand up collar, were in the ceremony's
their money did not buy.
and
blue
colors,
for bringing us a special worship service on MarchT
dOminant
Church
crystal
trimmed in gold and
Abby, that was four years ago, and I thank God -that I
Ronnie Hampton
March 26th respectively.
and
19th
Billy Hurt
white.
beading. Her accessories were
had the backbone to do what I did because from that day to
The "Beautiful People": you can See them in the living
Mrs. Kevin May, Bowling
to suspect my daughter of
beige. A yellow cyrnreason
I
any
never
this
in
had
have
'all
room, lounge, beauty or barber shop, or, on a sunny day,
COME AND HEAR what has happened to them I bidium orchid complemented Green, cousin of the bride, taking a penny that does not belong to her. It was a-bitter
silver
The
cake.
on the carpeted front porch of Fern TerracelZdge.
the
served
lesson for both of us, but an effective one.
her costume.
and learn what God can do for you.
the
from
gift
a
was
An elderly man -with snow,white hair, who might be a
knife
cake
was
groom
the
of
to
I
the
like
mother
quote
words
saw
would
I
from
in the
a sign
The
Millie
at's no secret!) _
hard of hearing and could be reading his newspaper
Mrs.
little
'sister&
groom's
protection office on that eventful day-:
attired in a blue and. !Mile
a magnifying glass. Something about an older
the bride,
through
of
sister
Broach,
distinctive
in
crime
"
a
"To
it
is
watch
'commit
silence
Its
to
ensemble.
I
full
be
to
GOD LOVES YOU and wants your life
her more beautiful than she has ever been
makes
punch
woman
silver
the
at
presided
sleeveless
the
Sincerely,
feature was
*I
with
talk
us
let
and
her dress is a little shapeless and her
if
Come
a
Even
was
ladle
before.
meaningful.
antique
The
bowl.
and
WITHHOLD XY NAME AND TOWN
street length topper. Her acknuckles disfigured by arthritis, the roses in her cheeks
blue. An 'gift to her maternal great
navy
in
were
cessories
t
'CONFIDENTIAL TO "ASHAMED OF MY litsBAND:"
and sparkle in her eyes makes it hard to notice anything
orchid was worn at her grandmother in 1826.
Tell him that a man v,ho does not take care to sit hi a
else, especially when she smiles.
of
shape
the
in
mints
Pastel
shouldel..
They have survived everything'that life could throw at
roses, bells, and leaves were. gentlemanly position can be as offensive as a woman who
Reception
Main at Tenth Streets
I At the close of thememorable made by Mrs. Weakly'-Tune, doesn't sit in nJadylike position.
them, even their own failures. The universe itself seems
somehow to grow greater and life to be infinitely grander,
I service, the reception was held long time friend of the bride's
I REVIVAL SERVICES: Mon.-Sun. at 7:30 p.m.
more precious and more worth Hying because of these
appointments
table
The
family.
Guests
parlor.
church
the
in
1
Tue.-Fri. at 7:00 a.m.
1
-Beautiful People." We at Fern Terrace are pleased to
crystal.
and
silver
in
were
were greeted and introduced to
and have the opportunity to love all of them!!
know
and
Ware
'Mrs.
In addition to
i
1Dial-A-Devotion 753-44111
the receiving line by Mrs. Al
Ware of Trenton and Mrs. H.G. Mrs. Ryals, those assisting at
Women is scheduled 'to meet
the reception were Mrs. Billy
Tuesday, April 4
with Mrs. Charles Hale at 7:30
Joe Farless, Miss Debbie
The Delta Department of the p.m. with Mrs. M.C. Garrott as
Farless, cousins of the bride Murray Woman's Club will
from Princeton, Mrs. J.C. meet at the club house at 7:30 program leader.
Moore and Wit. Clyde Jones of pin. with Miss Ann Herron as
iy s. No.19
nr
Murray ATsTa
Murray. Each wore a gift the speaker. Hostesses will be Order of the Rainbow.for Girls
corsage of pink rose buds.
Miss Frances Sexton, Miss will meet at the Masonic Hall at
Miss Joyce Hopkins of Ruby Simpson,
Mesdames seven p.m.
- _
Murray, a classmate of the Matt Sparkman, Stanford
Wednesday, April 5
bride, kept the guest register in Andrus, Garnett Jones, J.D.
The Nature's Palette Garden
the foyer of tbe church. Misses, Rayburn, and Harry Sparks.
Club- Will meet at the CpmJean Carol and Janet Lynn
with Mrs.
munity Center
Cole, nieces of the bride,
The Kappa Department of the
distributed individual rice bags Murray Woman's Club will Burman Parker as hostess.
of blue net, tied with white satin meet at the club house at 7:30
bows. The rice sachets were p.m. with Mrs. Gene Brandon
The Baptist Young Women
carried-4n a white basket presenting the program. and the Baptist Women of the
decorated with blue satin boivs. Hostesses will be Mesdames Cherry Corner Baptist Church
the Robert Hibbard, Bill Fandrich, will have separate meetings at
Immediately- after
reception the bride and groom George Stockton, Joe Rexroat, seven p.m.
received a few friends and and Lawrence Philbot
The Faxon Mothers Club will
relatives at the home of her
at 1:45 p.m. at the school.
meet
parents. Later in the evening
The Annie Armstrong Group
they left for Clearwater, Fla.. of -the-First Baptist Church
The Flint Baptist Church
with the _bride wearing a navy
_
are-scheduled to meet
Women
blue jumper, complemented bs ClitY „camp, Trenton; Mrs.
at seven p.m.
church
the
at
a blouse--gaily natterened in Kevin May, Bowling Green:
spring flowers. The groom was Mr. and Mrs. H.G. Ryals, Jr.,
• Thursday, April 6
join
the Hopkinsville; David Harper,
to
scheduled
the Women of the Moose will
Baseball Pembroke.
Philadelphia
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
Association on March 16.
Rehearsal Dinner
p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. John C'.
. Out of town guests were Mr
The Garden Department of
Knepper, Knepper of Boonshero, Md.. the Murray Woman's Club will
and Mrs. John
Misses Jackie and Jill Knepper. entertained the Van Meter- meet at the club house at 1:30
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sayers, all of Knepper wedding party with the p.m. with the program by Mrs.
Boonsboro, Md.; Mrs. Cary rehearsal dinner on Friday, Humphreys Key. New officers
Stocklager and 'Les Fritch. March 10, at six-thirty o'clock ify vall.be elected and names will
Hagerstown, Md.; Mr. and Mrs the evening at the , Colonial be tabled. Hostesses are
Carroll Cole, Harrodsburg; Mr House Smorgasbord, Murray. Mesdames ,GB. Scott, A.W.
Twenty-four guests were seated
and Mrs. James O. Burge, Jr
Simmons, St., Robert Moyer,
Plenty of FREE PARKING In Rear
Mrs. Jimmy Burge IIT, Mrs.' -for the festive occasion.
and Dick Sykes.
• During dinner the organist,
Weakley J. Tune, Mr. and Mrs
Wesley Hose and sons, Bat Sefe Holshouser. delighted the
Located AefOSS Frorti"Adm. Building
The Great Books_ •Adelt
David, and Steven, Nashville, guests as he played ;Selections Discussion Group will meet at
Tenn:, Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe requested especially for the the Calloway Public t,ibrary at
Open 8-5
Farless, Miss Debbie Farless, Pleasure of Mt-bridal couple. seven p.m. •.
Miss Van Meter and,' Mr.
Joe and Jerry Farless, PrinMonday-Saturday
The WMCF of the Assembly
MURRAY, KY.
* 1102 CHESTNUT STREET
ceton; Mrs. Evelyn Fleming. sinpepper presented a gift to
ofGod Church is - scheduled to
bridal
the
each
,
of
member
Mr.
Russellville;
Smith,
************495***************************t ,flay
meet at Seven p.m.
•and Mrs. Al Rogers Ware, Mrs. Party. .

Cerirnony At First Christian Church
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Silicone girl's answer
to her sagging dNarns

A
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Home Town Boys Return

— Jose
-old rising
upset firsttigliano of
7-5 Sunday
les Intert.

MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH i

../

SPECIAL!!
FREE CAR WASH]
Continues thru Saturday,
April 8th

te
"(PG)

With Any Fillup of Gas .. .

NO MINIMUM — JUST ANY FILLUP!

*

STANDARD .CHEVRON PRODUCTS,
OF COURSE
Only Car Wash In The Area To Use Brushes

!

ND"

GAZETTE TERRACE

about-it-

L.

set

kmselVin

ASTRO CAR WASH

Spring

COATS
1/3 off

PANT SUITS
1.4 Off

••••
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Racers Win Again;
9-2 Over Purdue U.
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Little Chance For Baseball
Season To Open As SCheduled

are in long-term mortgages at
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Miller called - those charges the 9-9't per cent rate, even if
Associated Press Sports Writer "outrageous."' that rate went down-say to
offered
-have
owners
Any chance that the baseballThe
Utz per cent-the averageprate
season could open as scheduled 1400,000 for the health care seg-)
would continue to rise as long
Wednesday seemed gone today rnent of the pension package,-1
the yearly rate stayed above
as
_
kw-,
for
the
as more charges and accuse- - plus $90,000 to pay
'
44
cent. .
6
per
tions flew back and forth be- creased coverage cost for r.e,)"We are ndt• asking for any
tween striking players and club tired players, who must buy the
money‘than the owners
more
•
This
owners following the owners' coverage themselves.
offered in our final meetihg at
relection ,of a proposed, settle-would bring the owners total
Phoenix March 29," Miller said
meat by the players' aisoci- annual contribution to the overMonday in making the new proatign.
all plan to $5.9i rrullion.
posal.
anwhsitlaet,ethgye
Miller said 'an independent
-We have said all along that
Sims went the distance from
24iemagj
Ch
a oortonlieaghgtu.eButetaemi
vensschedicfhtehde- actuary hired by the pension money
is not the issue.,;We-are
uled
committee, which consists of
Murray and gave up eight hits
hseeasas
si oonf in
accepting the owners' money
players,
two
and
while walking five and fanning
two owners
pension dispute were semen, it reported that an annual $5.94 offer ( $5.94 million) and., in adseven. Sims also joined the
Was unlikely that Wednesday's million contribution together ditiorl, offering to guarantee the
hitting parade by picking up a
traditional
Cincinnati opener with the plan's earnings would difference between the 4'2 per
single in the second inning.
between the Reds and Houston provide "ample money" for cent interest the plan is deDave Bradford and Steve
and the 6 per/
Competitive tennis should be Barrett, the keystone combo for
Astros could be played.
both the health care increase signed to earn
earning.
it
is
cent
in
cent
available for all of the youth of the Racers, each added two
Sixteen other teams are and the 17 per
"It's the same amount of
Calloway County this summer hits. Rich White, Steve Seltzer,
slated to open Thursday, the retirement benefits.
but the difference is
money,
is plans are completed to bring Rick Weisman, Mike Bono, and
of
most
rest on Friday.
since
that
Miller said
the .National Junior Tennis Ron Rndnick all -add base
doubt that we'll make tiny the assets of the pension- plan how we apply the rneney."
CLOSING THE LID ON SPRIG TRAINING-Detroit Tigers equipment manager John Hand
z'
League to Murray.
'
-now-proposals," said/ 'Calvin
knocks.
closes another packed trunk in the Tigers' spring training clubhouse at Lakeland, Fla. Some
Ron Beshear, tennis coach at
Griffith, owner .of the MinThe second contest of the
equipment is being shipped back to Detroit and some to Boston where the Tigers open the season.
Murray High, reports that ' afternoon between Brown and
nesota Twins. "We're staying
The players strike has cancelled out the remaining spring training games in Florida.
procedures and groundwork Murray was washed out with
with our original offer."
(AP Wirephoto)
have been completed to start a the Racers leading 1-0 in the
The owners rejected Monday
-Junior Tennis League program bottom of the first inning.
night a proposal by the Major
...in Murray. Beshear stated that
League Baseball Players Assothe objective of the league is to
ciation, wpose members have
e Reds and Houston were
CINCINNATI- MP) - The
-bring tennis ton youngsters who
been on strike since Saturday;
to have opened the season a
are not now playing nor have
to fund the proposed 17 per: Cincinnati Reds officially ran-.
day ahead of all other major
the opportunity . to enjoy the
Cent. increase in retirement celeci.toda y'the'opening National League baseball game league clubs.
. aiiine. The players will be on
benefits mostly"from increased
They said an announcement
against the Houston Astros
: teams and the teams will be
interest which the pension plan
scheduled far Wednesday. The on tickets which have been sold
'
- -.competing in much the same
The Pittsburgh Penguins, wont* Vezina TropfiY-, yield- decision to last place Van- is earning. '
. way as little league baseball
The plan 4 designecLto earn cancellation was a result of the' for the scheduled opener will be
having earned a National Hock- ing 2.12 goals per game-l66 couver in the regular season fiBy„Jape
Brandon
and football.
4q per cent annually from its strike by major league baseball made when an opentrierda
tial Sunday night, said
Racing fans turned out at ey League,playoff berth by the goals in 78 games.
has been
investments but in recent years - •.
Through the use of a
considering
-Pu
-MerS.
shuffling
his
lines
The Baton injury chart has
Keeling Raceway Saturday skin of their teeirf-tiver the
the
rate
has
gone
up
to
piffled scoring system.
9-9's
for
the playoff against- St.
.'team
night, despite the cold weather, weekend, aim to make the most center Derek Sanderson as "unper cent, figuring out to an
competition with colored
defenseman Bobby Louis.
to welcome the 1972 racing of their opportunity when they
uniforms, and a program iii
The only unit that's sure to over-all average of 6 per cent.
season. Due to the early opening open their West Division semi- On- and wing Ken Hodge as
Marvin Miller, head of the
which they can compete linremain intact is the line of J.P.
several cars were not ready for final series against the Black "marginal" and center Phil Esplayers'
. _Lmediately, tennis will then be
group, said the differParise,
Jude
Drouin
and
Bill
Hawks
at Chicago Wednesday posito as ready for the Bruins'.
racing, it still proved to be an
available to
(koldsworthy, which took nide ence between 42 and 6 per
youngsters in exciting night for, drivers and night.
opener against Toronto.
much the same way ,as other_
"They'll know they've been in
Sanderson, who scored 25 .of Minnesota's 27 shots on goal cent is $660,000 a year.
TUXEDO RENTAL
However, both the players'
sports are:
- -All students Who against Vancouver. Gordon
Car 14 Jr. a 1970 Camera, the. playoffs when we're fin- goals this season, entered Masassociation
and
the
club
owners
will not be 16 before Jan. 1, 1973
wouldn't comment on his plans
driven by Melvin Woodford and ished,- predicted Pitts-burgh sachusetts General Hospital
by
must agree to its allocation and
will be eligible for participatiett'
for the other lines.
owned by Bob Miller, set the rookie Dave Barrows, unawed Monday night suffering from
Dick
O'Connell,
general
This includes both boys and
manMinnesota
fell
short
of
breakpace by winning the tqp time at by the fact that the Black colitis.
girls.
He will be let out of the hos- ing two St. Louis records in the ager of the Boston Red Sox,
23.18 seconds. Woodford con- Hawks finished first in the
The program will be run at no
West
by a whopping 19 points. pital to practice and play, but regular season. The Blues hold said transfer of the funds
tinued to score by taking the
cost to the players. Local
The two East Division semi- should the condition deterior- the marks for most wins, 38, "would jeopardize the entire
third heat and winning the
businesses will be ask to
and most points, 88, for an ex- pension plan."
final playoffs also get under, ate, he'll be foreed4D
feature race.
4904.11r0;•;;;;;;
O'Connell gaid-ftio" owners- sponsor -teams. Beshear - said'
pansuin team. Minnesota finThe first heat ind fouth heat ""ivartirednesday? night.' First: hospitalized.
emw•A•teidessogrias
Griffith
and
August
A.
that as soon as a Board of
Busch
On- has been hampered by ished with 37 victories and 86
was won by Jerry White 13, place Boston hosts fourth-place
1111118111111111111111101
Jr. of the St. Louis CardinalsDirectors and coaches were
driving a 1955 Chevy. Jerry a Toronto and second-place New knee problems, Hodge bruised. points.
selected there would be an
But if the North Stars are up- indicated the players' latest
new driver last season gave York hosts third-place Mon- an ankle-one he had broken
organizational meeting for the quite a performance. Jesse treal.
earlier-on Sunday, and Espo- set at missing those records, proi->osal would take money
players.
sito
Also
missed Boston's final two they can take it out on the away from players already reon Wednesday,- secondLadd 71, driving a 1964 Ford
tired.
place. Minnesota. hosts No. IQ regular season gamekbftcaii* Blues in the playoffs.
took the second heat., • '
The best appearance trophy Louis in the opening game of of stretched knee ligaments.
The Bruins will be out to
after some discussion went to the other West Division semimake up for last year, when
Any teams interested in Jerry English 6, for his 1970 final.
All series are best four-of- they breezed through the reguenrolling in the men or women's Camero.
First Heat-1. Jerry White, seven games.
lar season but were knocked
slow pitch soflball _league
Padticah; 2. Larry Walston, '"We'Ve ben -01a-Ying playbff outOrm----e- plaY'ars by Montreal
should contact Barry Pplston at 13,
1, Benton; 3. Dale Overby, 11, hockey for the last month," de- in the first round.
the Murray Park before April 12
Paducah; 4. Paul Hogue, 88, Clared_Burrows.
The Rangers and Canadiens
or come to the City Hall at 7:00
Metropolis.
Of their last 11 games, the played six high scoring games
p.m. April 12. The meeting will
Second Heat-/. Jesse Ladd, Penguins lost only one, winning in the regular season, inducting
be to discuss rules - and
77, Reidland; 2. Bill Hay, 97, five and tying five.
a 6-5 decision won by Montreal
schedules. Interested persons
3. John MeElrath, 220,
Even so, it came down to the Sunday. But both clubs think
may call the park at 753-7640. Sikeston;
Ledbetter ; 4. Scott Soloman, 23, final weekend • between Pitts- the playoffs to be different.
Benton; 5. Melvin Woodford, 14 burgh and Philadelphia for the
"I expect you'll see iLf both
Jr., Paducah.
fourth and final playoff berth in play more conservative, close
E.G... Your
Third
Melvin the West. The Penguins stayed checking hockey in the playHeat-1.
Woodford, 14 Jr.; 2. Scott alive by tying Philadelphia 4-4 offs," said New York's Vic
Soloman, 23; 3. John MeElrath, -Satiltday night on a goal by Hadfield.
220; 4. Dale Overby, 11.
Greg Polis with 47 seconds left
This is going to be a hell of
Fourth Heat-1. Jerry White, in the game.
a playoff series," echoed Mon13; 2. Bill Hay,- 97; 3. Larry
Pittsburgh earned the berth treal's Pete Mahovlich, "but it
Sp•coAcally ler:
Walston, 1; 4. Jesse Ladd, 77. the following night by beating won't be as wide open
as the
SINUS CONGBTION
Feature Race-1. Melvin St. Louis 6-2 while Buffalo, games we played this
season.
SINUS HEADACHES
Woodford, 14
Jr.; 2. Scott after tailing 2-0, came back to You can't afford to play
that
ALLERGIES.
Soloman, 23; 3. Jesse Ladd; 77; sink Philadelphia.
on- Gerry wide open kind of. hockey in the
4. Jerry White, 13; 5. Bill Hay
11411111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111H1111111111111111111111011111111111110111111
Meehan's 30-foot shot with four playoffs.
97; 8. Larry Walaton, 1; 7. Dale seconds to go. The teams fin"We're both fast skating
Overby, 11.
•
sihed with identical 26-38-14 teams with plenty of balanceAYeitabio Only at Phorrnocitts
records, but Pittsburgh got the and strength at every position,"
TRY SINADSINA TODAY
playoff spot because the Pen- Mahovlich added. "I look for a
Belgium Defeated
guins took the season series long series ... a series where
• Vffiltt,LIS
both teams play more conTARARE, France AP)- A from Philadelphia 1-2-1.
To do well, the Penguins will servatively ... a series that
touritig American -basketball
team defeated Belgium's na- have to crack Chicago's goal might be decided by a break, a
Phone
none Pl. 3 1 272
tional team 94-77 in the Tarare- tending corps, stingiest in the mistake, or maybe an injury to
one hell of a
Mon tbrison Tournament Sunday NHL. The Black Mitelts' duo of a key guy
MURRAY
KENTUCKY
Tony Esposito and Gary Smith -series, whatever kind of 'play
night.
there is."
Minnesota- Coach Jack Gordon, whose team dropped' a 4-1
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports wirier
centerfielder Steve Coulson
unleashed his big bat yesterday
for three hits and five RBI's as
the Murray State baseball team
coasted td% 9-2 win over Purdue
University. The win gives the
Thoroughbreds a 14-7 mark'for
the season.
Coulson started the scoring in
the first inning by cracking a
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two nal howmt./tild thaiiin the
third inning he added a bases
loaded triple. Murray scored
four times in the first and
second innings and added a run
in the fourth.
Purdue was shut out through
the first five innings by
righthander Mike Sims. The
Boilermakers added single
tallies in the final two innings to
spoil Sims' shutout bid.

Bid

Tennis Program
To Be Sponsored

Woodford
Sets Pace
At Keeling

Cincinnati Rids Cancel
Opener Against Houston

Penguins Earn Playoff
Spot- With Black Hawks
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Softball Teams • --

MONTGOMERY
WARD

*

Catalog Agency

Owner - Stephen Durbin

SINUS
MISERIES

Come In and Get Your

SUMMER SALES CATALOG

%ftalso
SINADRIN®

SAVE.

:FOR SALE
.4

4
"
4+
4+

Archer Takes
*
* Second Place
4 In Money Won

CARDS

ALL

-;4+ GET WELL BIRTHDAY
SYMPATHY
* STATIONERY
4+
4+ JUST-A NOTES

*
*

NEW YORK
-.George
Archer has taken second place
on professional golf's moneyA BOX
winning list on the strength of
his sudden-death victory' in the
Greater Greensboro fYèn, the
Professional Golfers AssociWith Detachable Floors .
4 ation Tournament Players Division announced Monday.
Priced from
Archer, who defeated Tommy
si
coo
4+
on the second extra hole
lam also an agent for Blair
a .0 Up .1+ 'Aaron
Sunday- at Greensboro, won
Products, (cosmetics,
1+•MARTIN BOXES
$40,000 to boost his'earnings to
household( and TriumSee . . .
$96,425 for the year. Jack Nick4 Room
s8.00 phant Art publishers
laus continues to lead
churcil material)
1+ 8 Room .
$109,473.
110.00
'Others in the top 10 'were
•
T-nin Weiskopf, $64,§36: Bob
16 Room.
Hosburg, $58,750; Bob Murphy,
1624 W. Olive or 4+ $58,144; Grier- Jones, $57.178:
Tony Jaeklin, $54,813, Jerry
Phone 753-1 71 244. Heard,$50156; Lanny Wa(lkins.
4
and lie
**"*"*;%*******04
0
aro* JIG Oic- 4c•
4.*******4** 1.:1•Tg:
Tr."n°'

'1.00

4.

DOG HOUSES

BIRDHOUSES
4.BLUEBIRD

96.00

*BIRD FEEDERS . . . s.00
•
(

GERALD it
WALDROP*

Alth

HURRY! LIMITED SUPPLY!

8 H.P. Lawn Tractor
$100.00 -off
$50.00 off
8 H.P. Tiller
30.00 off
17-In. Chain Saw
$30.00 off
Portable Screen Patios
11
/
2 H.P. Compressor
'65.00 off
'50.00 off-, 9x18-Ft Tent'27.00 off
14-Ft. Jon Boat
'41.00 off
-9 Cycle Dishwasher
19-In. Color Portable TV
'35:00-off
5 H.P. Economy Riding Mower
'50.00 off
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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•

!GREETING

•

NOW

$579.00
t$229.88

*

4177.88

*
*,L

'199.00
244.88

'89.88
'105.98
'238.88
'339.88
'229.88

*

SURFER JACKETS
2 for 5'.'58
1,1 THIS MONTH'S! Men's
DRESS SHIRTS
3 for '5.82
SPECIALS! I Instant
HAIR SETTER by Clairol SAVE stt.00 Only 13
*
inning Board PAD & COVER
'2.39 *
*
SET
,
.,.
0 MR*
Godless Electric GRASS TRIMMER
SAVE '9.00 Only ,s,
L- 4.1.101
11:
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Arnold Palmer Doesn't Think,
Greensboro Will Hurt Him in
_ Kentucky LoOking For
Bid For Fifth Masters Title
First Win Against Nets

luled

mortgages at
t rate, even if
down-say to
averagyarate
a rise as long
stayed above

•

'AuGusTA, Ga. "..( Ap
gefield Course- where Aar_ori
ball °II a P44:I ti°11"n-and-1
-Paltrier has ciffiTriip- for aid/AIM°
get a kin
"
naeY
- air after the nightmarish triple '"I had a shot from the waskins for.-any
"I'm not Playing as well as
But,from there the Colonels
bogey that cost him his first ter,': he said. "I thought I'd get I'd like. At the same time, I'm
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP)
n the owners
split
the next four games, pattournament
in
victory
themselves
seine_of
-Finding
al meetilig at
the over the trap.,The one blew not playing all that hadly. I had
year-insisting that the num': was ray 'third shot-I dead a lot of birdies and some eagles what -of' a hole, The Kentucky ting them in a 3-2 deficit going
)," Miller said
bing experience`will not blunt fluffed -it"
at Greensboro. I'm encouraged Colonels try to square their into the sixth game at New
g the new pro'his bid for a-fifth Masters golf
at one York.'The Colonels won that
If Palmer is discouraged, he by that. As for the triple bogey. best-of-seven series
/
again,st New York in one 116-113, then returned 10
apiece
I'm
putting
it
all along that
out
of
my
mind.
didn't show it when he aptonight's American Basketball Louiville to take the finale 11S"I
Such things happen."
't feel like walking on peared at the
isstie,,:We are
Augusta National
Eastern Division 101. '
-lnoon but I wasn't all that Course-his
There was a time that this Assoc
vners' money
favorite-Monda
And two yeast ago -the ColoplltactFon:
'
was
happy,"
the
42-year
Palmer's
tournament
-his
-old
vetn) and., in adwith a second pair of eyes and
nels
had Dampier but not the
who
dropped
eight
The
Nets,
eran
four victories in 1958, 1960, 1962,
said, adding that he'd like what.he
guarantee the
hopes to be a new
other
current starters - Dan
to dispel any notion that he left
and 1964 are the most won b etif 11 games to the CQlonels dur!ri the 4,2 per
seeing-eye putter.
Issel„Artis aailmore, Cincy
won
regular
season,
ing
the
any
the
course
man-but
in
a
he
is
a
din
huff Sunday at
plan is deThe extra eyes come in the underdog in this one.,/You Saturday night 122-108 behind Powell or Mike Gale.
Greensboro, N.C.
nd the 6 per/
Colonels coach Joe Mullaney
the 50-point production of Rick
"It wasn't a case that I was form of contact lenses, which have to pick Jack
said the biggest difference bePalmer
has
been
wearing
for
12
Barry.
said
Charles
so disappointed that I didn't
, the ree amount of
"Come • Tuesday night I ex- tween the Colonels' regular seaServed, sofbispoken defending
want to -talk. I did talk-I' days.
diffv4rice is
,telp
me
a
lot,"
he
pect
you'll see us out there run- son performance and Saturday
champion.
'2
don't
say
he
talked
to
nxfney.7
several)eple,
•
said.
"I
believe
-I
-sjudge
a little bit more," Ken- night's game was that "in most
ning
'could
-say he should
-chng a neispaPer columnist.
tance
much better. The only win it41ot -*It this year but ttidry; forward Capt. Cincy games we've established ourHut I -was in a. hurry to 'get.
sees
lv early.
problem
is when I addresa the 'eve year."
Powell said after the game.
home.It was Easter Sunday.
"We'd get- the lead and then
The
Nets
broke
open
a
54-52
"People ask me if this is gohalftime lead in the third quar- -:.-Maybe the -other team would
lag to be a psychological letter
as Barry and guard John come within six-points or so,
down for the Masters. Well; I
Roche,
Who added 31 points, led but no closer.
can only say that this way. hi.
-Sa-lbat'aat we have •to
'
the
way.
1958,
ed at Wilmington
Itik,'"gaifiLthe viva' "Get that
After
tonightak-gamelbs
foustOrt were
( . .) the week before the
series switches th Nassau an early bulge and inake the other
he season a
'T-lia Howie Johnson
Long Island for- games three team playfrom behind." -other major •
fir first-place and then shot a
"Walleye to put the pressure
and
four on Wednesday and
horrible 78 in the playoff.
on
them."
Friday nights.'
pnouncement
"I came over to Augusta and
Veteran
Colonels
guard
Lows
ave been sold
,-won--my first Masters. No, I
Dampier is hoping Colonels will
ipener will be
don't-think what happened at
-Minnesota_
. _
twine through with four straight
JVCIi lig "date
Greensboro Will- make any dif- - -CHICAGO (AP)
Griffith said Monday that the Yictorie.s and end the playoffs
fprenco hpr...**
1Zwitis--President Calvin-Griff- decision to• turn -down the pro- ° !rat-games.
The aging yet still
lilac ith, in Chicago today for a posal to put the $490,000 offer
"We still have our conPalmer jad.a-two-stroke lead meeting of owners or represen- orginally made by the owners
- fidence," Dampier said. "I just
over the leaders, 9e6rge Arch- tatives , from the 24 major for health benefit improve- hope we can make it 1-1. Then
er and Tommy'Aaron, with league baseball clubs, says the ments into the pension plan
we'll see•what happens."
three holes *Play. At the nar- owners will reaffirm their re- was made after a conference
Dampier • was .around two
row, par 'three 16th, Arnie jection of a Major League call among members of the...years ago when the same thing
, hooked/fus tee shot into a Baseball Players Association players Relations Committee. happened to the Colonels - an
creek, played out of the water, proposal.
"We went over it and our ac- opening loss to the Nets at
damped his third shot into a . "All of the owners will re- tuaries advised us not to accept home.
.. bunker and finished with a confirm what our players Rela- it," be said. "It wasn't in the
, triple bogey six.
tions Committee has already
/- •
He tied for third money be- decided," he said prior to going all
"er-b"
.!;11,rest
- hind Archer and Aaron, with to • Chicago. "I doubt that we
Griffith maintained the mont Archer wirming on the second will make any new proposals. ey would have to come from
„ltMf tti sudden_ driatb.,p14y7 We're stamiklg-Yidtboutangina1 money qp* aside for,pension reoff--in this case, the same treaz offer-to continue the present- serve, int-nullity for- plajiers already retired.
cherous, 16th hold of the Sed- benefits at a cost oi $400,000.
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)-B111
Walton of UCLA will be the
first recipient of the Adolph
Rupp Trophy for basketball.

nceI
iston

Minnesota President
ays Management Will
Not Accept Proposal

TUESDAY-APRIL 4, 1873

ather Herbert Redmond Says
Prayer For Gil Hodges

_
NEW YORK 1AP) - Nine- Sisters of the Sick Poor,
teen years ago, Father Herbert learned of the death of Hodges,
Redmond, a Catholic priest, manager of baseball's New
threw away 'his scheduled ser- York Mets, while watching telemon. Instead, he told the par- vision Sunday evening.
-They flashed the news
ishioners at St. Francis Xavier
Roman Catholic Church in across the bottom of the
own
rmjeyrsaidthe
ynfp
oate
fe
thn,"
Brooklyn-to "go home, keep the secrroe
the Brooklyn
Commandments and say a
Catholic prayer for th9 dead,"
prayer for Gil Hodges."
Father Redmond, recalled
Sunday night, Father Redmond said another prayer for that it wa,s a hot, muggy spring
Gil Hodges-the Catholic pray- day in 1953 when he decided to
er for the dead.
•'•:•_r_ill. off- his sermon. Hodges,
The 63-year-old priest, Tong:'Tint baseman for the Brooklyn
time chaplain for the Nursing Dogers, was mired in a batting
slump, a ,carryover from the
1952 World Series, when he
went 0-for-21 and became the
first player ever to go hitless in
a seven-game Series.
"It was just spontaneous," he
recalled. "It was the only time
I said anything without preparation. There. leas a little
chuckle and everyone went
home. But there was a reporter
present, a member of the parish, and he' wrote the story. I
remember that Gil broke out of
his slump that afternoon with
two home runs."
Hodges, who would have been
48 today, collapsed and died
Sunday at a motel in West
Palm Beach, Fla., after playing
•

27 holes of golf. The -scheduled
exhibition game between the
Mets and Montreal had been
canceled because of the baseball players' strike.
Five names were mentioned
as Hodges' managerial successor. They are Met coaches Yogi
Berra and Rube Walker;
Whitey --Herzog, the organization's director of player developmenk-and fopner major
—letr-Akdas„,,
Dark
league man
and Hank Bauer.. ___

Happiness is...
11 •
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At 11 p.m.
on April 17th
you're going to
ityvish you had
gone to
H&R Block.
There's still time.
It's not too late to save yourself
income _tax aggrkvation that_comes
.with preparing your own return.
& R Block's charges start at $5
and the average cost was under
$12.50 for over 7 million returns
,we prepared last year.
Aggravation isn't tax deductible.

DON'T LET AN AMATEUR DO
H&R BLOCK'S JOB.

H&R
Block.
The income tax people.

And ^sx are.

Phone 753-9204
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

100B No. 6th St
Murray, Ky.

Walton was chosen Monday
in balloting by sportscasterS
and writers in all 50 states. He
received more thatiffotie limes
the number of votes received
by second-place Dwight Lamar
--Oftinitheiestert Louisiana:
The award will be presented
at a banquet Wednesday in
Lexington.
Walton will not be present to
recive the trophy, nor will
.UCLA coach--4.thnny - Wooden..
Wooden said he and Walton had
prtor commitments.
He added, "I feel it is an outstanding honor VI win this
award, a new award in honor
of one of the great figures in
college basketball, coach Rupp
of Kentucky."
Wooden said assistant coach
'
-. --GarY Cunningham would attend
the banquet to represent UCLA.
Coach Rupp, who has been
retired as --IJK coach at the
mandatory age of 70, said Walton is the "finest young athlete
the nation produced this year."
_Rupp tokl the members of tie*
r e at13rf?e r med. CNnmoiiiirealth A th letic-Club,
sponsors of the trophy, "Your
selettion this year was absolutely. fool-prOof.
"I've never in all my years
of college basketball seen a boy
play the way he does, do the
things he's done," Rupp said.
Walton lei UCLA to its eighth
NCAA championship last
month. defeating Rupp's Wildcati:

-

PRESENTS ...

40th Anniversary Sale

Mamie 753-3621
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Crude Tools

This Week In Businecs

Decline In Meat Prices Predicted By Connally

chains, Connally said he beNEW YORK (AP)....- Treas- lieved meat retail prices would
ury Secretary John B. Connally fall because the wholesale price
predicted meat prices would- of meat had-already peaked
decline within the next few and was declining. Connally
weeks, and the Justice Depart- also said the supermarket
ment hit the nation's 20 maibti chains had agreed to prepare a
weekly report on meat prices
airline produters with an
trust suit this week.
for the Cost of Living Council.
Connally did not Say how
After meeting with the heads
of 12 major supermarket much he expected meat prices

to fall, but the president of
Grand Union Co., whose pres*Safeway Stores, Inc., William ident was at the -meeting, anMitchell, said he expectedlseal-anetuteed later that it was putprices to fall to the levels IheT7thig a freeze on retail prices of
prevailed during the wage and fresh meat and poidFry for the
price freeze last number and next 30- days.
____Pxice Commission Chain:fan
fall_ '
je governMent dititotaMzik Jackson Grayson Jr. sea.
Wally threaten the retailers any new policy actions or pro-

- Your liidividual Horoscope

THERMOPOLIS, Wyo. (AP)
,— Using only tools employed
—
/by primitive man hundreds of
_ _ ., ,
the middle of April after --tha
-years ago, state Archeologist
commission had held a pre- George Frison
butchered an 11,
viauslY announced hearing
year-oldbigot co," at-1931-`--- --4-.the subject.
,

_ _.
• - -

Frances Drake

FOft WEDNESDAY,APRIL 5,1977
A _ __
_
CAPRICORN
which
in
,.....5prings State Park. _
in
the
section
pli
Lo
Grayson said several actions •
to Jan. 20) Y4.)
22
find
and
comes
birthday
your
Frison said the test of whethto control rising food prices
what your outlook is, according 'Side issues may need more
were
considered. one 'er the tools found in archae-- ,
consideration than you have it
the
"-`‘'`
would be for the commission to --Ological digs could be used -101-4
been giving them. Adapt
-,:-ARIES
very
impose ceilings' or even a total ÷Viffalo slaughter was "a
yourself
to new trends, but
, (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
tactics still have
old
where
WIth action to, reduce Meld- posals about the food price situ- freeze oil toed at thproms,wd - successful undertaking "
Be alert now. Scruiinize all
He said the project confirmed projects before acting. Rule out value, don't shunt them aside.
prices, Connally said.
ation, would be announced by stages.
A second option woutci be to many hypotheses about the use doubt, fear of failure: You have AOARIUS
apply controls to raw agricul- of bone and crude stone tools in the know-how.
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
YClij, can choose activities
toral products which are now slaughtering by Indians some
TAURUS
from several areas now, but.1,,
exempt.
CH. 29
CH. 6
CH. 8
400 to 1,000 years ago in Wyom- (Apr.
CH. 5
CH. 12
21 to May 21)
WPSD
WDXR
WSIX
reasonable
'
,
VVLAC
within
stay
KFVS
The Justice Department's an•
Under good stellar influences, limitations. Your artistic
6:00 Movie
7:30 Mod-Squad
6:30 -Campbell 576:30 Admiral
6:30 Campbell
titrust
suit
against
the
nation's
.
Movie
5.0______,7:27 News
:30
7:30 Hawaii
Hawaii
7:30
be
expected
to
maintain
you vriil
7430 Circus
leanings especially stimulated. .
7:30 Theater 29
airplane and airplane parts past week.,A Connecticut Supe5:30 Cannon
• :00 Weiby, MID, 8:30 Cannon
8:30 Nichols
nor Court judge dismissed a a stalwart position of respon- PISCES.
•
9:30 Decision-'72 10:00 Chaparral
9:30 Weeds-Water
9:30 Campaign/72 9:35 Weather
produarrs
charged
that
the
20
1
ot:enctioam
ise lost in a (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X '
9:40 News
ze o.fDnoonnes
11:00 News
10?10 News
10:00 News
tthr
Rath
lpeh Nader_ smibaility
chee
alleonth
ge
erbsy to
10:00 News
manufacturers had participated

.
* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Tuesday Evening- *
CH.4
CH. 3
WSM
WSIL
6:30-,Admiral
6:30 Mod-Squad
7:301Circus-Town
7:30 Movie
9:00 Welby, M.D. 8:30 Nichols
9:30
Decision -72
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Cavell
10:30 Mason
10:30 Tonight
11:30 Movie

10:30 Tonight

11:30 Dick-Cavett

10:30 movie

i
—

__:. 10:00 Creat, Feat.
10:30 Movie

In a 1928 agreement to pool and

cross-license among themselves
all patentable inventions for the
production of aircraft or aircraft parts. The department
said this was a violation of the
Sherman Arititrult Act.
The merger of International

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday * -

and

Everyone will not see things
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er's approval.
P
• iThe U.S. foreign trade deficit (May 22 to June 21) 11°/6
Auspicioqs influences inslipped sharply in February, dicate new opportunities,
the Commerce Department re- reception of delayed
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NOTICE

FOR'SALE

Another View

USED G.E.Apartment size
refrigerator, works perfectly.
Reasonably priced. Phone 753A6C
13.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

Call
753-1916

City
Ordinance

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

ORDINANCE NUMBER 552,
BEING AN ORDINANCE
Ar•
DECLARING THE NEED,
14' STARCRAFT Sail boat with
Pads lull time business opportunity, local area,
NECESSITY, DESIRABILITY
22' mast and 100 square feet sail.
AND INTENTION OF THE'
Phone 436-5550 after 5:00
A6P
small investment buys necessary inventory.
CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,TO ANNEX CERTAIN
15.000 BTU WINDOW air conCONTIGUOUS., TERRITORY
ditioner, cooled 6 room house 71.
TO THE CITY OF MURRAY,
Solid Cherry coffee table, exACAND
KENTUCKY;
cellent condition. Small boudoir
.••
e
CURATELY DEFINING THE
chair. Folding table tennis set,
THE
BOUNDARIES OF
top grade, used once. Phone 753OF
CITY
WHICH
TERRITORY
AUCTION SALE
FOR RENT
A6P
8036.
KENTUCKY,
MURRAY,
..
PROPOSES TO ANNEX.
TWO BEDROOM 10'x45' trailer,
TWO BEDROOM duplex, car- AUCTION, Saturday, April 8, 10.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE .
Good condition. Phone 753conditioned, twn-asn4iit-the Verline Smith home;
CoMMON COUNCIL OF THE
and air
7647.
A6P Peted from
University, "2 block.
blocks
mile-South of Dexter on Hwy: -CITY OF MURRAY, KENSchool. 666.06 Per 641. 111 health is forcing Mi. and TUCKY, AS FOLIIOWS:HOUSE FULL of furniture. from Carter
p
.
mc Mrs. small to sell a prize
month. Contact John Ed Johnson.
SECTION I: That it is.
Phone 753-4858 after 5:00 p.m.ITC
at 1106Fairlane Drive.
collection -6I antique furniture, needful,
and
necessary
glass and china., Most. of it is desirable that the following
t YELLOW AND Chrome, formica
-- described lands lying adjacent
top, breakfast set, Large table TWO BEDROOM duplex with collector items. All of it is in
AIGHWAY 641 Pet Shop, yish FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
44
e with extra -leaf, four upholstered stove, refrigerator, Air con- extra good shape; nice and clean, and contiguous to the present
and supplies, AKC pOppies, Tiny iustaption. Phone 753-7850. TFC
list a.10114 boundary limits of the City of
chairs. Good condition, 440.00. ditioner, 'washer • and-dryer. no iunk. I will
'Toy Poodles, Irish Setter,
SI MS ITS THAT
Murray, Kentucky, be annexed
Phone 753-2911 or see ,af '1506-$115.00 per month,-650.00 deposit. items.
xg•ki•rt, Eskimo, Spitz. 7 miles FOR vpuR- auction sale needs
A6NC Couple 'only. 1714 Wells Ex- 2 dressers, 1 wash stand_ wilt& to saki_ City of Murray, kenCanterbury Drive.
TIME OF '?EA. AGAIN.'
.orth of Murray, Kentucky, contact Otto Chester's Auctior.
become a part
A6C towel rack, nice old hall tree, tucky, and
tiffidect-Phone75I-3696.
rove.
rvice, towrivie
extra fancy high back beds, thereof, to-wit:
CREOSOTED POLES andPenta
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
24C
Complete auction service. April
_ Beginning at a point on the
treated lumber. Also titYl'ofaitm GARAGE APARTMENT, un- beautiful old brass bed, antique
14NC'
logs for dock flotation. Murray furnished with stove and center tables, magazine racks, southeast cor,ner of the
HOMELITE SAWS
present city limits located on
Lumber COmpany, 104 Maple refrigerator. One block west of rockers, drum tables, old vic:
ELEC,TROLUX SALES & Sa•
old
good
of
records,
lots
westright*way ofilps,-4-- the
trola,
Waldrop Saw &
*
Strpt.
ITC campus-Student-or-- working
vices,Box 213 Murray,ISy„, C.Moffice desk and swivel chair, 641 South; thence west with •
7
Phone
only..
married
couples
-Lock S
extra good oil paintings in
ers, phone' 382-2468, Far.,KNNIS SS & --JCB Restaurant 8941.
the present city limits to a
A5C some
,
7,
•
: 11,1tentudty.
TFC
polfrolf the southeast inside
- •'
414 limobso." •
207 S. 7th
per case (100 books). Sold in case, •„
Most of these items are the best
corner of the present city
•
office TWO BEDROOM traiter, air I I antiques and are expertly
limits; thence south, west,
.1°t*
Ledger &
Dixieland Center - Chestnut'Sheet,
Supply,103 North 4th Street. TF- eeedtheeed, three miles from refinished.
southeast and south with the
eed
are tO6 many pieces of
NC
present city limits to a point
Murray. Phone 753-7858 or 753good .glass and china to -try to
on the southeast corner of
A
inn .MORN.: HOME,
0231.
197 -440HILE HOME, 12x60,
.
AUTOS FOR SALE'
itemize and 'describe. Good
the present crty limits;
excellent trondithari ved in 8 three bedrooms, two baths.
•Slebs
'
carnival, cut and press glass,
LIGHT
thence east parallel with the
month.s. Located in Fox Meadows Spanish decor. Buyer can take
" `nlintitragenr-197°
'""'Yr.
pieces,
collector
roons
Five
nice
and
unusual
.13,000
only
DUPLEXONMonroe.
north section line of Section
model,
iwder,
one
over
Take
Trailer Court.
over payments. Can be seen
and air, beautiful old "Gone with the
3. Towngliip 1, Range 4 East
paynients, $107.00 monthly. Michael Rule home, Mayfield, actual miles. Has automatic and bath, central heat
to a point 300 feet east of the
A5C Ky. Route 5. Phone 247-8837. A4C stick shift and equipped with carpet throughout, extra large Wind" type lamps, also Aladdin
Phone.753-4759.
trailer hitch. Priced at only master bedroom, range. Days and many, others. Large ,east right-of-way of U.S: 641 .
--from pt
South; thence north parallel
$1,300. Call 753-4947 after five phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 after collectietrafruit jars
TiLYMOUTH garden
TFC glass tops to old dated ones, inTFNC 5:00p.m.
With U.S. 641 South to a point
p.m
, Tenn.
Phone 9014474/61 NEW
tillers,5 H.P. Briggs and Stratton
•FAMITIIIM
sidjstors of all kinds. Churns. tattle south property line of
engine with forward and reverse
4955 FORD VAN,good 'condition. FURNISHED APARTMENTS, Jars, bean pots, tea kettle and
Riverwood - Subdivision;
$139.95. Air conditioners, Thomas
Tues.-I-Wed- adi
Phone 753-7164 after 4:00
others....
thence east to a point on the
living room, _kitchen, bathroom 'I
A. Edison. 10,000 BTU $179.95. GINGHAM Now I.00
A4C with shower and bath. One or two Dail miss this
p.m.
TTENTION ..DE A LE RS!!
It is a good
southeast corner of River17,000 BTU $209.95, 20,000 BTU
Elizabeth Terrell Muir Estate
wood Subdivision; thence
Yd.
Reg. $1.29
bedrooms. Zhninerman Apart- one. For infordiation call Otto
$252.95, 23,000 BTU $275.95, 26,000
1970 -DODGE PICKUP, very ments,South 16th Street. Phone Chester Auction Service, 4354042- north parallel with U.S. 641
sale in Paducid4-Kentucky will
BTU $295.95. Roby Sales, Highliot be held April land April
South to a point on the
A5C Lynn Grove,' Kentucky., Not
air con- clean, $1500.00. Phone South 753-6609,
way 68, Benton, Kentdc1Cy,iteme, 24,000A'U WINDOW
A6C
A4C
753_ Fulton, 901479-1413.
Call
k!,
8.
responsible in case of accident.
present city limits; thence
*Le
ditione
A70
527-9368.
"It ,Pays To Sell- The -diestir-T west with the present city
A4C
e 6:00p.m.
1331
'--duplex, Way".'
REDfiffeld-1967 FORD four door -sedan, TWO
A6P
•
limits to a point on he west
power steering, air condit__Iontd, Wealwoot aubdi911110n... 1140.06
FENCE SALE. it Sears. Call
'llght--of-way of
SedFsTer-U1 YetirTeifeing needi.'LAYING-HENS;51) cents each One owner. Less than 31,000 miles per month Stove, refrigerator,
South; thence south to the
If You
washer -and
dishwasher, drapes,
_.,...., trio.
4p..dr;yesunieheitecvn,
with_4 ne_w tires. lone_ 492- A.
_ 753-_ Ac 1502
Chain link-Redwood and Farin Downs Poultry Farm,
Point of ginning.
SECTION II: That it is BIS
Fenceg; Now on sale. Execet_5147....._ __,..
heat'and- WANTED
RELPE-1111
XANTED
PERIE NC
.ED
Miss
air. Carpeted.'Ptitine 753-4470 or painter, steady work. Insurance intention of City of Murray,
installation available. Call Larry
1971 HOLLY PARK -12'x65' 1964 FORD V-8 straight shift. 7534421.
Phone.''
Lyles for free estimate, 753A6C furnished: For Interview phone KAtucky, to annex to City of
_
,
IC mobile home,unfurnished.See at 4225.00. 1967 Detain: Phone 436-'
May
2310.
-.153-5227.
AlOC Murray, Kentucky, so as to •
on
Young
Don
REV.
WATCH
No.8 Riviera Court or phone 767- pen
A4P THREE BEDROOM house at
become a part thereof, the
WDXR channel 29, Monday
..........:
' 6280 or 753-9274 nights.
1616 Main Street. Electric heat,
territory described in Section I
Before 5:00 p.m.
A6c 1964 DODGE DART G.T., air. Preferrahly furnished.
through Frldn7 at 9:30 a.m. and
it
hereof.
Of
A1OC 9" SOUTH BEND lathe, $300.00.
straight shift, one owner car. negotiable. Write Mrs. Robert WANTED EXPERIENCED
Sundays 8:00-9:00a.m.
FIRST
ON
ADOPTED
Insurance
work.
steady
Painter,
A6C Rowland, 343 -Nerth Holmes
Phone Athel Heflin, Gracey, LITTLE-GIRL's and Boy's Mow 753•292i
. For interview phone READING ON THE 9th DAY
All'
235-52811
Memphis,fennessee 38211: A5C
Air OF March, 1972.
' PIMite 153" DREAM CAR - Like new 1971
14
CInthing'
753-5287.
We can quickly fix
Between 6:00 p.tn.
A
6171.
ADOPTED ON SECOND
the
Grand
all
Prix;-- new tires,
one or 100
READING ON THE 23rd DAY
7:00 p.m. In The
plates to go
2 1971 MAINSTREAMER BASS extras, need capital for in- BASEMENT APARTMENT, TRUCK DRIVERN!Experience
/
REGISTERED BASSETT, 11
OF March, 1972.
years old family pet. Would like boat ivith 100 H.P. indOor, tilt vestment. You'must see this one. furnished,one bedroom,nice and not necessary)-. Professional
Evening
INN
TRIANGLE
COMMON COUNCIL,
Aprill8C dean, utilities paid. Married driveri earn up to $541 per how,
to find family with room for dog trailer and trolling motor. Phone 753-7620.
If yoti know your route
753.4953
CITY OF MURRAY,
per
$65.00
preferred.
couple
call
per
$20,000
please
6:00
to
after
753-9781
Phone
run.
to
overtime-up
rimier,
plus
boy's
A6C 1969 PLYMOUTH GTX 440
215-56.00. Phone 4740309.
KENTUCKY
A6C
753-1739.
Phone
month.
shor'
A4C
p.m.
year. You -can too after
-IRA -first. If you get no
engine, automatic transmission,
LOST & FOUND
-road
over-the
or
local
for
results then call J„ehn
training
12'x50' TWO BEDROOM 1968 new tires, rnag wheels, local car.
By Holmes Ellis
Pasco , Jr at the above
LOST GERMAN Shepherd- on 1969 MOBILE HOME, 10':51', all trailer, new washer,' new air Sharp. $1500.00. Also 1967 TWO BEDROOM unfurnished hauling. For application call 606Mayor,City of Murray, Ky.
p.m. or
number during the hours
New Concord Highway. Answera electric. Located at Universfty conditioner, underpenning. Chevrolet Impala coupe, factory apartment at 710,-2 Poplar. Phone 2994912from 9 a.m. to?
•
listed
AlOC write Nation Wide Semi Division
.,400. Will sell for $3,000 without air, power brakes, steering Farmington,382-2299.
to nanie. of Honda. Reward. Heights Trailer Court. Phone 753- $3
Murray, KenCity
171 New _Circle Road,. N.E bidtr
.2.2455.
A4C1995 or 76
Phone 753-4068. '
mc air conditioner and .washer. automatic transmission, new
Lexington, Kentucky.40505. A5C
A6C
-Phone 753-8657.
Stanford Andrus
tires. Sharp.$1195.00. Can-be seen CLEAN UP Shop .with air comat Neal Starks Mobile Homes, pressor furnished. Good location.
SERVICES OFFERED -SERVICES OFFERED
KOBE LESPEDEZA seed, also „hnn.,ists7u
A 10C
A4C Phone 753-3018.
TWO RABBITS for sale. Phone wheat straw. Phone 753-6401 or
NOTICE
NOTICE
bULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
753-4159.
A4P 7534156: .
A6P
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE FURNISHED E'FF'ILib,N
PROFESSIONAL
topsoil.Phone Hardin, 354-8569 or
property: apartment, close • to campus.
foot
six
cicadae,
72
A.C.
MODEL
.
p.m.
7C
Apr.
3544161 after 6:00
Phone 7534564 :or further inLARGE SET 'Stainless steel cut'with all original belts. W. T.tGOOD INVESTMENT
n warty two acres in heart of town,
,
TFC
sinks. Phone 753-5699.
A4C Downs,753-5463.
A6P near 8th and Sycamore and the formation.
FURNITURE- REFINISHING.
home
'hospital. Nice- retirement
TWO BEDROOM mobile home,
all ,work guaranteed. Free pick
sight. Buyer gets land, old 9 room 2/
1970 INTERNATIONAL CLUB
We clean:
2 mileuSouth off Highway 641.
1
carpet
electric
make
up and delivery,-Free estimate.
home, and remodeling material.
Cadet 104. Starter and-generator, EVERY
Homes, Apts.,
job with A sollnd buy at 0,1150.00. Phone Alt-electric, garden. available.
better
a
does
shampooer
Antiqqe or natural finish. Jerry
48" rotary mower, 4' sickle bar
Business,
Lustre. Begley 753-7670 or 753.9912. .AprihlOC Phone 753-4645 after 4:00
McCoy,753-3045.
April 20C
and lawn trailer:ill in excellent famous' Blue
Carpet cleaning,
A6C
Central Shopping
For your entertainment this week:
condition, used very little. Drug Store.
Windows
A8C
Center.
THREE
BEDROOM
house,
at
UNFURNISHED,
Complete
DUPLEX
price
additions
MOAN.
home
See
Floor
your
,.FOR ALL
carpet throughout, living room,
Keniana Development Office or
Sealing &
alterations, remodeling, etc.
•
t•a
RYaft im
she.:
ek
r on.
d
TOrer
ArCies
tte
:
,i4
yog
hearing NEbaF
tearpo :20,x,120,:op.Two
d ly
new
an
bath
dec
ated,
Zartme
702 North
phone 436-5328:
A4C ItELTOsid
apartment,
Waxing
Free Estimates.Phone 753Couples only.Phone 7538th.
TFC
6123.
A5C
Drugs.
• • hearing aids. Wallis
Wailer spaces,-two acre lot. Two 4929.
A
'
NEW SEARS 10 H.P. tractor with
Call for Free Estimate
miles South of Murray on 641.
lue
used.
-B
Never
a
e
disc.
WILL MOW Yards. Phone 753and
Trimower
-NEIGHBOR!
HI
ASP
Phone 753-9908.
7534603
753-3861
A4NC
A7C Lustre for cleaning carpets?. Its
3376.
.1 Bargain-Phone 753-2800.
Super! Rent electric shampooer KENIANA SHORES - Large lake
PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
"11. Big K, Belaire Shopping acess lots for $795.00 and up.
•
IT
EXPERT SEWING
A8C $10.00down and $10.00 per month.
Prompt expert service. 15 years TRAILER PARK with spaces. Center.
ltkersky Aircraft is building
MACHINE SERVICE
experience. Ben W. Dyer, East of Murray on Hwy. H. Will
Water and all utilities available. anew kind Of helicopter, whose
at
a
finance
$135.00
tWo-thirds
We pick up & deliver
Chinese
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247PAM OF ntbe gr.
. Aprill2C maiden flight is planned. for
Phone 436-5320.
Discount Sewing &
Apri126C month.Call 753-6202 or 7538072.
No_ Female has pkigree with
August, 1973.
TFC
3648.
Stereo Center
champion bloodlines. Will sell the MUST
SEE' to appreciate
At the heart of-the design are
aid, Ky.
492-8812
pair for $100.00 . Two grown Beautiful a bedroom brick home, a pair of rigid horizontal rotors
SEPTIC-TANK cleaning, back SPRINi FOR Sale; 1969 Honda
WILL MOW lawns, now and all hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- 17564,helmet, new tires, just female Pekingese, 845.00 each Camelotncddition, 2 - baths, that are mounted about the
No Cover - No minimum.
Also one Chinese Pug puppy, 10 central heat and air, carpeting, sane axis and turn in opposite
summer. Phone 753-8550 after 59.
TFC tuned. Low miles. Ready to gd!!
•
33
May3C
6:00p.m.
lots of fun for $395.00. Phone 753- weeks old, and one three montl built-in stove and dishwasher, directioni, .
Members and guests onlj.
WANT TO BUY
Aririll8C old' white Toy Poodle,. $45.00 formal dining room, 'terraced Eveli hae.it
7620.
AK('
each. All dogs are
patio,1 car garage, large storage
located 1 2 mile from Paris Landing Park.
E.311CAGO t1.11'11 • SMALL WORLD
WANZTO May March 21 copies TWO INSIDE doors; one corn-. registered. Phone 7534469 after area. Call 753-9556.
.Al2P eye had it among the women
ELECTRONICS .
A8C
of Ledger & Times. Bring by mode and two lavatories. See at 6:00p.m.
.
--(ifincient Egypt who sought to
Phone 642-9905' 300
-„m44
,
3te
Buy a new TV
tzdger & times Office, 103 North the Ledger & Times office, 105
•
NEW CABIN on Kentucky Lake enhance their appearance.
and get 'a
TFNC
mobile
4th Street.
of
The
TWQ13EDROOM.
eyes
make-up
.the
12'155'TFNC
in Center Ridge Lake DevelopNorth 4th Street.
.
Antenna foe % Prise
hotne. In good condition. Porch men.,Located on large wooded apparently received the most
'
•
and undervenning. New antenna lot with 108,f privacy. Cabin has attention of /lent beauties;
'
WANT TO BUY speed bicycle. .ANTIQUE WASH stand, already
and rotary. Phone 753-4807.or.4P bath, large combination -kitchen- according to.-\ ;ncyclopat;dia
-.Phone 7674614.
.
refinished. Phone 753-6762. A6C 5678.
Changing to the metric sys- site in Thumpton Lane, but
A8( living area, enclosed front porch Britannica. Diey painted the'
,
INTERICT„' EXTERIOR .
under side of the eye green and
_
,
tem
has lest East, Redfoit when specifications were
•
and
painting; any size lob. 411 wait „
running water, eiacIsicipp7
the: lid, lashes and eyebrow
Rural Council, Notts, Englargi,,, altered from yards and feet on.
with plow partially furnished. Will sell for • black--rimch like
tracta,
A-FARMA1A:
-console
guaranteed. Use first quality WANT TO BUY air cOnclitiowind oer
'RCA
feniatea:
SCREEN
a
phone WIDEntlgeod iondltion. priced amslocultixator. Geed condition
government instructions, there
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve eyetemitor inohochnine.
. l'hone 436-2448 for in- is America and -Efirope do
ticw
.00
f0m1a
$2750
They planned 19 houses for a was only enough room for 48.
ASC
75S-5666.
Phone
Wit
IOC 753M4Ift*5:Pe011 '
AlOt teanY
;
Todd,753406.
P.. AFC reaabnab1y."Phdoe_753-2537. MC
.
___..
.-• %."--- - - -'V....7 ...
. .
"
r
'
MOM

DAIV &rq)

AD

MURRATHOMMAUTO

Sta

comr-

753-9865

Call for Details

MIUGC

I

_SAYE t49.9

CH ESTNUI ST.

4• -1e

.."Ls1s GETT moviwG,

CYPRESS LUMBER

W. M. AVERY
•'
"
saw
LUMBER CO.

I

Your Paper

753-1916

(Kentucky

753-7278
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JANITOR,
SERVICE

Where The Action Is!

AMVETS POST 19
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday:,

"INSTANT HEAT"

ing

the
hat

Sikorsky Aircraft
develops new caper

L

Saturday:

"THE BARONS"

Music from 8 'tit midnight

Metric change scratches house

•_
'

••

1
-

-

PAGE EIGHT

Kentucky Roundup
WASHINGTON ( AP)-Sen. Fred Harris, D-Okla., will tour
strip-mines in Eastern Kentucky Thursday, and will hold an
unofficial hearing on strip-mining at the Appalachian Regional
Hospital in Hazard.
Harris _plans ta examine the role the Tennessee Valley
Authority plays at as a chief customer of surface-mixed coal, an
__
aide to the Senator said.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Building And Loan
(Continued from Page 1)
Firms Are Placed
Saigon's northern corrunand----•
'
er, Lt. Gen. Hoang Xuan Lain,
in Receivership
said the main body.of the
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Kentucky Is Now Young Band Members Tolley Youth
Leadel In Coal Encouraged To Join Dies In Mishap

Vietnam...

Persons Are Fined
In The City Court
Of Judge Overbey

Murray State Band

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky is now the-leading
Edward Bryan Tolley, age 9,
.6
Instrument 'musicians with
coal producing state in the 'lavasien-1orthitati-be
.
were
- _ *merit 3gellons
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold "
en halted at-----rinrqqiiNTIN.: try
'high -lithos)} bind- experience
despite°aerations Of Two building and loan firms in "lion, figures released by the ,,who will be students at Murray (Bud) Tolley, • was killed charged, entered pleas of
Dong
other enemy forces at scattered lpuisville have been placed in state Department of Mines and
Monday about 7:30 a.m. when guilty, ind were fined in the
State University next year are
Minerals show.
points to the south.
was struck by a sanitation Murray -CfV- Court session on
he
receivershi
by
p
Jefferson
CirNEW ALBANY, Ind.( AP)-Federal officials report Louisville
being encouraged to contact the
The South Vietnamese com- cuit Court after a complaint .. Kentucky took the lead
truck while riding his • bicycle March 24 v4th Judge William
Police Court Judge Neville Tucker has been moved from the
mand said one of its armored was filed against them by the among the states in coal pro- director of the "Marching T near his home in Belair, Donald Overgy presiding.
Thoroughbred Band" about
Floyd County jail in New Albany, but decline to say where he was
columns ran into heavy fighting Kentucky Department of Bank- duction, despite the fact that its
Maryland.
Names placed on the perbecoming members.
taken.
overall production declined.
just below Dong Ha and report- ing and Securities.
The youth was the -grandson manent court records were as
U. S. Marshall W. B. Henderson said Tucker, who is serving a
West Virginia's production
ed 95 North Vietnamese killed
Roger Reichmuth, marching of Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Tolley of follows:
The effect of the court order
six-month term for income tax evasion, was removed Saturday.
dropped even more,. giving band director, urged anyone
and 13 captured:,.• 1326 Main St., Murray, and Mrs.
Trellis N. Seaford, driving
is
to
keep
the
Prudential
and
The judge has four more months to serve on his sentence. He
"We have stoppnti; them . American Building and Loan -Kentucky the front-ranking who is interested to make im- Lena Rivers Cummins of while intoxicated, fined $250.00
was denied parole two weeks ago.
now," Lam declared, 'tat we associations closed until the de- place. Kentucky produced 119 mediate contact to be assured of Belair, Md.
costs $10.00.'
million tons iC) West ,Virginia's getting a uniform and to be
don't
know if they will attack, partment can complete
He was reportedly riding his
Madge Aleitander, driving
auLOUISVILLE, Ky.-(AP)-The president of the Kentucky
118 million tons.
included in the plans for next bicycle before catching the bus while intoxicated, fined $250.00
Public Health Association says a system must be developed in more. They--have taken very dit of their boo.
Kentucky's producion Ali4 Year's show routines.
to go to school.
costs $10.00, sentenced to two
The department's complaint
which health care services are "closely coordinated and inter- .fteavy casualties. They have
1971
dropped by about six milstopped
"This past season '$i,e had a
for
resupply
Young Tolley is also survived days in jail.
and
stated
that both companies
related" with social services.
reOrganization."
Mike Gleaves, disorderly
have been found to be "oper- lion tons, in a year marked by great group of musicians and b-y three brothers; Greg,
Dr. Harvey Sloane told the 24th annual meeting of the KPHA
the
ating
north
of
clouds
in an unsafe and unsound a United Mine Workers stop- the band increased in size from Michael and Jon Tolley of eonducti: fined $25.00 costs
Heavy
that the organization is best suited to take a major role in
page.
90 to 125 members," liclunuth Belair.
$10.00. •
..
changing the system of health care. He said unless the system DMZ were gradually lifting, manner," and that Prudential
The department's figures also noted. "Next year we expect to
Friends may call at the Max
Jerry Lynn 'Bell, driving ;
changes,"a large number of people in Kentucky will continue to and informed sources said mas- is "very probably.. insolvent."
H. Qiurchill Funeral Home while intoxicated, amended to'
Thomas Carroll, an attorney show that surface mining pro- have the finest marching band
sive retaliatory U.S. air raids
get fragmented, spasmodic and ineffeetive medisal care."
on North Vletnam might begin who filed the complaint on be- duction increased over that of yet seen and heard at Murray after 7 p.m. tonight (Tuesday). reckless driving, fined $100.00")
underground mining. Strip min- State and want to give all those Funerals arrangements are costs $10.00.
WASHINGTON ( AP(-Three Kentucky college -students will tonight or Wednesday morning. hail of the department, urged
those
with
money
Meanwhile,
fighterin
U.S.
either in.r_ ens produced about 66.5 million who would like the opportunity incomcpleted.
receive National Science Foundation grants totaling $29,000 to
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million.
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has charged that a report on the city school system issued
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Kentucky Coal Association, said Shahan, director of bands, and _
Kentucky Commission was prepared in an irresponsib!e American jets attacked five an- deposits of $18.5 million.
_ Saturday, April. 1. Mr.Shipman _Charles,
Valentine,
there
would be a continuing by
talentedalumni an
--tiaircraft missile-- sites just
manner" and is a -great misrepresentation of fact."
Whohad worked-on the railroacT-- disregarding stop sign and
rise
in
the
production
strip
students
of
such
as Mack in Illinois and Missouri, lived in
The report maintained that racial isolation of students in city above the DMZ and destroyed
passing in no passing zone,
mined coal, mainly because of McGraimahan of Lexington are
schools has reached a 10-year peak, and was a general indictment at least one of them.
a cottage in the Center .Ridge fined $20.00 costs $10.00.
the 1969 federal Coal Mine also featured.
of how city school officials have handled desegregation problems
Area. He was 57 years of age.
Lam._ estimated that allied
John Adams, speeding, fined'
Health and Safety Act, which
Each year band members
in recent years.
He is survived by his mother, $10.00 costs $10.00.
air, grotind and naval forces
imposed
tighter and More ex- report Co the campus during the
City School Supt. Dr. Newman Walker said the report's findings had killed 2,000 North VietnamMrs. Edith Shipman of Scott
Richard Dale Stephens,
pensive restrictions on the deep week prior to
-the fall semester City, Mo.
gave an "erroneous over-all impre&sion."
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mine _operations.
registration f°'
1 a nand cam!) to -Funeral services were held at
-Mb-died -now -Ida& the
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Luigart also said West Vik- begin preparation for the-first _the naspingtinf
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la could regain the learizra-Unierdothall game. Schedii1W in
body of a teenage girl found dead Sunday are expected today.
limo, Mo., Monday.' ,
13 months ago. He said 200
full
production
year, explaining this year Aug. 22-28; the band
Daviess County Deputy Coroner Allen Harl said it appeared South Vietnamese troops had
Linda Duncan Broach, urnLOUISVILLE,Ky ( AP)-The that the UMW work stoppage camp will enable band memMary Greer Owen, 15, died of strangulation. A belt was found
- proper registration, fined $10.00
been killed and 600 wounded.
transfer of liquid chlorine from kept more mines closed in West bers to be registered first as a
'•?%, around her throat.
*costs $10.00.
The general said the north- a barge stranded in the Ohio Virginia than it did in Ken- group.
Her body was discovered by two boys Longfellow Junior High
Floyd
D. Southerland,
ernmost defense line set lip by River appeared ta be proceeid- tucky, where fewer mines are
Band members receive one
School in Owensboro.
disregarding stop Agri,-fined
South Vietnamese marines on ing smoothly Nionclir
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SHELBYVILLE, Ky. ( AP)-Shelbyville Police have reported the south bank of the Dong Ha cials say the danger of _the
parJohn Keller, disregarding
River was holding. But he said 'chlorine gas leak was not over..
ticipation, according to Reichthe drowning of James Albert Stone, 13.
Mrs. Ola Nanney, age 77, of stop sign, fined $10.00 costs ;
muth.
The Army Corps of Engineers
Officials said the boy drowned Monday while fishing with 40,000 to 50,000 enemy troops
Route 1, Dexter, died Tuesday $10.00.
(Continued from Page 1)
• were believed between the riv- estimates it will take 'seven or
Further information may be at 12:40 p.m. at the Murray
friends at Clear Creek in Shelbyville.
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home
address; two
authority there is in Ken- State University, Murray, _Hy,
Construction is expected to begin May 1, if ,federal and state counteroffensive,and 5,000 rein- here.
daughters, Mrs. Mary Alice fined $40.00 costs $10.00.
Col. Toh-ri T. Rhett, the Corps' tucky."
42071, telephone 762-4151.
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Funeral services will be held ial in Lewisburg Tenn.
the reintroduction of U.S. ground forces to repel the enemy thrust its guided Missile destroyers, est.
indicate that the order in ques- which enetediast month passed
at 7p.m. Wednesday at the Max
into South Vietnam. But he is holding open his option of sending the Buchanan, got let& of the
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Washington Monday that the Nixon administration would not Vietnamese, and U.S. B52s ly
That means one of three bills
two weeks to devise and put the phone of anyone who reMarket Report Includes 9 spokesman said, adding -that
negotiate under military pressure, and it was assumed the dropped 450 tons of bombs on
introduced in the past session
into effect a plan for removing fuses to pay the higher rates."
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The number of Measures of- US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 22.50-22.75
Ellington, governor from 1959
are expected to cast ballots today in the state's presidential teries fired back at two Amerifrom four tanks on the disabled That earlier argument was fered in the past session was US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 22.00-22.50 to 1963 and 1967 to 1971, died
primary election. Dernocratic Gov. Patrick J. Lucey predicted can destroyers, the Hammer barge, ?orogen
is being used based on the contention that near normal--a _total
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tionalized its oddustry.
Sen. Edmund S. Muskie, of Maine, conceding he needs "a approaches to Quang Tri City,
miracle", to win, hoped to avoid a repetition of his fourth-place Fire Bases Pedro and Anne, de- Viet Cong delegations sent simshowing last month in Florida.
spite heavy attacks, and the ilar notes to the American deleenemy pressure eased during gation today calling for a new
meeting en Thursday„
the night.
The North Vietnamese note
said "along with the underRadioactiv
e
Fallout
WASHINGTON (AP)-David Eisenhower's plans to take up.
Alining of the Paris conference
tennis have been furthered by a tennis racket given as a birthday
on Vietnam, of liar-VW Nixon
WASHINGTON ( API - The administration
- present by President and Mrs. Niacin,.
•
not only
The Nixons added a racket for their daughter Julie, who has Atomic Energy Commission ceaselessly attkeked the territosays
mainland
China's
nuclear ry. of North Vietnam With its
expressed on interest in joining her husband at tennis.
,
test blast March 18 caused ra- Air Force, Navy and
Eisenhower,a Navy ensign,turned 24 over the-weekend.
artillery,
dioective fallout acrosa,most of but, calling black white, it
also
LOUISVILLE,Ky.( API-Adolf Rupp, retiring after 42 years .the United States, but the in- spread impudent allegations
as head basketball coach at the Unieersity of-Kentucky, said he crease in radioactivity didn't that ,slander the Vietnamese
was happy to receive a barometer instead of a plaque at a dinner present a significant health people and prepared for
still
hazard.
Monday night.
more Massive and Vi,ilent
•••
Rupp thanked the Jefferson County alumni, saying that he
"The fallout apparently. raidan • • • • • .•
already has 128 plaques, three of which he 'received in the past reached a peak
The -slander" apparently
concentration
week.
during the last 10 days of was'a reference to U.S. charges_
Rupp, who reached the university's mandatory retirement age March," the AEC
said in a that the North Viethante4 have
of 70, praised the school's decision to replace him with Joe Hall, statement Monday,
"and at invaded the South. North Vietwho has been his -assistant.
most locations it has already nam has never admitted' t has
decayed to resFels which cannot troops in the South.
TOKYO
R- enry- A. Kissinger, President, Nixon's adviser be detected by the sampling
on national security affairs, will meet soon with Prime Minister network."
Elatiku-Sato alidfour men who are campaigning to succeed him,
The explosion in the atmos. sources said today.
Kissinger will visit Japan April 15-18 at the invitation of the phere, estimated by the AEC to
-be the equivalent of 20,000 to
Senator Barry Goldwater,
Japan-U.S. Economic Council, a private organization.
Look For Our S ecial On Classified Pe Today!) 3
Officials said they also expect him to meet with members of the 20.000 tons of TNT, caused who is 6, has decided to engovernment to review 11.S.-Japanese relations, which have been higher than normal radiation gage an official co-pilot to acstrained by economic difference-andNixon's announcement of a 'levels in the United States but =zippy him oh flights. -1.7only a _Small fraction of the
-A co-pilot Is required if a pilot
change in China policy witsvising Sato.
Between Production Credit and Dr. Doss
Sato,71, has said he will not seek re-election when his fourth amount received annually from Is over 60, under a law sponAcrossStreet from Ezei BeatAy School
natural causes, the conunission sored by Sen. Goldwater HiS
two-year term expires in October.
choice is Ruth Rheinhold, 69,
said.
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